
 

OptionsHawk Open Interest Report 2H 2019 

Introduction  

The following report details 50 stocks with notable Institutional option trades in open interest, along with a brief view on 

fundamentals, technicals, and potential catalysts. If you have followed the OptionsHawk website you know that I utilize options flow 

to find trading opportunities, generally directional trades. Without going into too much detail the notion behind this method is that 

Institutions have the best access to information that impacts stock performance, and by following the large money trades you can 

piggy-back on that knowledge and take part in the profits. For greater detail on the strategy & process the following are past articles 

I have written on the topic: 

“Categorizing the Types of Options Flow Analysis and the Research Process” 

“Methods to My Madness – Trading Options Flow” 

Most of the trades discussed below have taken place in the first half of 2019 and are positioned in July 2019 – June 2020 option 

contracts, a broad array of companies in various industries. With each I provide the initial entry price to allow easy comparison to the 

current price, and one can decide to keep things simple, or develop more complex strategies based on the options positioning. The 

details of the trade will give you a good idea about the expected target move for shares, and the timeframe.  The color codes are as 

follows: Green = Bullish (Calls Bought, Puts Sold), Red = Bearish (Calls Sold, Puts Bought), Yellow = Volatility Trade (Strangles, 

Straddles), and Blue = Stock Tied Trade (Covered Calls, Buy-Writes). 

As with any trade it remains important to do your own due diligence, but these stocks are presented as ideas, a starting point to find 

your own profitable trades. In any case it is always important to manage risk, and determine entry and exit points as appropriate 

whether through valuation techniques, or important technical levels on the chart. It can be utilized as a watch list, and look for entry 

with names oversold at support via the stock or an option strategy deemed appropriate. Most of the charts provided are a long-term 

view with weekly and monthly candles just to gain a better overall perspective with many stocks testing multi-year highs.  

I will also note that the trades noted below are of the bullish variety, and this is for a couple reasons. First, we are in an upward 

trending market, and the Institutional options flow has been positioning with sizable bullish trades, often adjusting out and up in 

strikes, and been very accurate to this point, just as they were positioning for downside ahead of the Financial Crisis. Secondly, a 

large opening position in calls provides much more clarity than one in puts, as puts are often utilized to hedge long stock, and 

although one could argue that calls are hedging short stock, this can be discounted by observing short interest trends in the stocks, 

and also a lot of Institutions are not apt to take short positions. I tried to keep the language simple and not get too complex in the 

trade descriptions, but if you are confused feel free to visit the OptionsHawk site and check out the Education tab, and also learn 

more about the art of following options flow.  Separately in the Industry groups of bullish flow for additional names I provide 

institutional positions still in open interest and for the most part avoid January 2020 expiration, as January expiration tends to give a 

lot more false signals due to it being around for a long time and a common month to hedge stock exposure. 

In addition this year I am adding an Excel sheet of notable bearish positioning selected as ones that have seen multiple days of put 

buying across multiple months, are in downtrends, and with weaker fundamentals.  Focusing on a combination of these features has 

provided the best signals for names to be short during this bull market. 

The optimal strategy presented is based on current market prices at time of writing (took me a week), and with many names 

overbought, an opportunity to get better prices when stocks pull back to noted support levels is optimal, so patience is 

recommended. 

 

https://www.optionshawk.com/options-flow-analysis-research-process/
https://www.optionshawk.com/methods-to-my-madness-trading-options-flow/


Ally Financial (ALLY):  ($29.80) 

Fundamental Snapshot:  Ally Financial is an $11.95B Financial that operates through Automotive Financing, 

Insurance, Mortgage, and Corporate segments.  It is a leader in digital financial services with over $180B in assets 

and has been targeting younger demographics for the secular wealth shift.  Its auto business is showing strong 

metrics and seen less risky to the other big players like Santander (SC) and Synchrony (SYF).  In 2018 it had $106B 

deposits and a Core ROTCE of 12.3%.  ALLY saw strong growth across its Auto and Corporate segments in 2018 while 

Mortgage is seen as a large attractive growth opportunity and net income in 2018 in that segment more than 

doubled.  ALLY has also been reducing its shares outstanding while returning capital to shareholders and recently 

announced a new $1.25B buyback.  Shares currently trade 7.35X Earnings, 0.88X Book, and yield a 2.28% dividend.  

ALLY forecasts call for 8% topline growth in FY19 with 8-12% EPS growth seen each of the next three years.  At the 

Morgan Stanley Conference on 6-12 credit quality was seen as the biggest driver for ALLY shares over the next year, 

and the President of Auto Finance noted the larger opportunity in growing dealer relationships after Q1 applications 

grew 10%.  Ally purchased TradeKing a few years ago and is seeing a lot of account growth momentum as it builds 

out Ally Invest.   

 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: ALLY’s 30 day IV at 26.4% is at the 20th percentile of its 52-week range of 

20.14% to 51.1%.  Its December options are implying a 13.9% move by year-end and total put/call open interest 

ratio is 0.153.  Its 30 day IV Skew at +0.3% compares to the +0.6% 52-week average.  ALLY has seen significant sized 

blocks buying the January 2020 $35 far OTM calls with over 110,000 now in open interest and still has 30,000 of the 

$25 calls in open interest from buyers a year ago.  The January $20 calls also accumulated 23,500 contracts during 

December market weakness, and September $29 calls have nearly 5,000 in open interest from buyers. 

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $34.50 on shares.  On 5-15 CSFB raised its target to $36 expecting 

NIM to rise nicely in 2020 driven by unsecured debt runoff, rising origination yields and flat deposit costs.  Sandler 

O’Neill upgraded shares to Buy back on 2-26 saying shares deserve a premium to peers for its less risky auto finance 

book.  On 4-22 BMO raised its target to $39 after the earnings beat and Morgan Stanley positive on 4/2 after the 

buyback being much larger than anticipated and showed confidence.  Barron’s mentioned it in December 2017 as a 

potential takeover target for Citi (C) or another large financial company. 

Technical View: ALLY shares are forming a tight weekly bull flag just below its 2018 highs showing strong relative 

strength to Financial sector peers, and the rising 13 week EMA has been effective support.  A clean break above the 

$30 level has an initial target of $32.50, while $35.40 a potential Fibonacci extension target. 

 

Seasonality: ALLY has performed very well historically in the June-August period rising more than 12% on average 

the past three years while November is one of its other strongest months.  The March-May period tends to be its 

weakest.   

Ownership Trends:  Short interest in ALLY is 2.9% of the float, rising 8% Q/Q, but in the low-end of its three-year 

range.  Hedge Fund ownership fell 7.6% in Q1 filings, Oaktree and Lakewood notable concentrated holders.  ALLY 

saw a Director buy $148,550 worth of stock at $29.71/share in May 2019 and a different Director in February 2019 

bought $52,940 worth of stock at $26.47/share.   

Catalysts: Earnings July/October; M&A 

Optimal Strategy: Long the ALLY January 2020 $31/$35 Call Spreads at $1.10 Debit 

 



Cerner (CERN):  ($70.66) 

Fundamental Snapshot:  Cerner is a $23.1B leader in electronic healthcare records (EHR) that is expanding into new 

markets to improve its growth profile and margins.  The EHR market will continue to drive cash flows but is also 

fairly saturated with more than 80% now adopting EHR.  It sees growth opportunities in a number of larger and 

growing markets detailed below.  CERN is well positioned in the consistently growing Healthcare spending 

environment and is focusing on six key market segments targeting 6-9% 5 year CAGR.  In early April Cerner entered a 

cooperation agreement with Starboard Value appointing four new board members to improve operations, operating 

margins, and expand capital return as well as drive a new phase of growth and value creation.  CERN currently 

trades 22.4X Earnings, 4.22X Sales and 26.35X FCF with a 1.02% dividend yield that was recently initiated.  With 

investors eyeing improving operations the 19% operating margin last quarter is a focus metric with 25% seen as a 

potential target the next few years.  CERN still has a solid growth profile with 5-7% annual revenue growth and 9-

12% EPS growth.   

 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: CERN’s 30 day IV at 20.85% is in the 12th percentile of the 52-week range of 

17.55% to 44%.  Its December options are pricing in a 13.2% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio 

is at 1.7.  Its 30 day IV Skew at +0.4% compares to a 52-week average of +1.3%.  CERN recently had a large buy 

adjust to 5,000 December $72.50 calls on 5/30 while near-term has seen 1,840 July $72.50 puts accumulate from 

buys.  On 6/18 the August $70 synthetic long opened 450X at $0.95 debit and in September there are notable short 

put positions at the $67.5 and $60 strikes while December has 2,000 $65 short puts in open interest from a trade on 

5/15.   

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $71 on shares.  SunTrust upgraded shares to Buy in early April 

citing a margin pick-up, expanded buyback and cash flows seeing an activist providing a valuation floor for shares. 

BAML raised its target to $77 on 5-21 seeing a path to 25% peak margins and sees potential to partner/divest the 

Works businesses for a positive mix shift. Canaccord raised its target to $77 as well citing the $1.5B buyback and 

dividend initiation as well as refocusing on profitable innovation and growth.  Cantor Fitzgerald has a $75 target 

seeing an added emphasis on margins and capital return a positive for shares.   

Technical View: CERN shares in May broke out of a multi-year consolidation range that on the monthly chart looks 

to be a bullish pennant.  CERN also saw monthly RSI break out of a downtrend while MACD crossed bullish, 

confirmation of the breakout.  The longer-term measured move out of this range is to $100. 

 

Seasonality: Looking at CERN’s historical performance July and January have stood out as strong months while the 

October-December period has been very weak with a -7.7% average return the past five years.   

Ownership Trends:  Short interest is 4.7% of the float, rising 15% Q/Q, and nearing a two-year high, while in the 

mid-range of the 5 year range.  Hedge Fund ownership surged 50% in Q1 filings, Starboard Value with the new 4.3% 

stake while Merian and Parnassus added to positions.  In late April and early May two Directors purchased more 

than $1.1M in stock in the $65.76-$67.57 range for shares.   

Catalysts: Earnings Early August/November; Divestures 

Optimal Strategy: Long the CERN July/December $72.5 Call Calendar Spread at $3 Debit 

 



Salesforce.com (CRM):  ($150.60) 

Fundamental Snapshot:  The $117.5B leader in cloud services has expanded across many verticals and recently did a 

large $15.7B deal for Tableau (DATA) that further expands its addressable market.  CRM has been a top beneficiary 

of the digital transformation and is capitalizing on a number of top IT spending drivers.  It estimates a total TAM of 

$142B.  CRM shares are trading 43.7X Earnings, 36.1X FCF and 7X EV/Sales while consistently growing revenues 

above 25% the past few years while FY20 growth seen at 22%.  CRM has a long-term revenue goal of $26B-$28B by 

FY23.  Its operating margins have seen steady improvement as it enters a strong profitability cycle while top-line 

growth is set to slow a bit due to its massive size.  It is seeing strong growth across all of its segments and 

geographic regions.  CRM has continued to gain market share over the last few years and estimated 16.8% share of 

the CRM applications market.  It has a leading market position in most of its segments and all seeing impressive 

growth.   

  

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: CRM’s 30 day IV at 28.44% is at the 20th percentile of the 52-week range of 

21.4% to 56.1%.  Its January options are pricing in a 19.1% move through that expiration and total put/call open 

interest ratio is at 0.807.  Its 30 day IV Skew is +1.8% which compares to a +3% 52-week average.   CRM has seen 

notable call positioning in September at $150 and $155 strike with 8,500+ and 14,500+ in open interest respectively, 

while on 6/11 the January $130 ITM calls were opened 5000X for over $15M.  It also has a 4,000 contract July $155 

synthetic long position in OI.   

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $183 on shares.  CSFB is at Outperform with a $175 target noting 

“Salesforce as a long-term winner and a partner of choice for digital transformation. We continue to appreciate 

CRM’s positioning among various enterprise IT spending drivers—including (1) sustaining demand for cloud-enabled 

acuity/agility and (2) business’ increasing focus on serving the end-customer—and we believe these tailwinds will 

endure through market cycles.” BAML has a $200 target as a top large cap pick noting “Sentiment going into 

seasonally weak Q1 is jittery (stock -5% vs NASDAQ YTD), based on expectations of billings coming in weaker than 

the Street, possibly as low as single digits organic growth vs the Street at $2.6bn +17%y/y (7% ex MULE) and our 

estimate $2.65bn + 20%y/y (10% ex MULE). Investors should gauge CRM performance on cRPO, which is both a 

more reliable/leading indicator of NTM revs performance.”  Barclays called the deal for DATA logical as it expanded 

its market opportunity and stayed at Overweight with a $182 target.  BAML has a $200 target and kept it as a top 

pick for 2019, and notes CRM’s successful track record of acquisitions and will benefit from cross-sell opportunities.  

UBS also out positive on the deal as it boosts the analytics story as it invests in more data-driven solutions.   

Technical View: CRM shares pulled back after its large acquisition announcement but sit just above the weekly 

Bollinger Band and rising 55 week MA.  Or upward momentum we need to see it snap out of this 2019 weekly RSI 

downtrend and get MACD to cross positive.  A move back above the $158 level would be constructive while below 

$145 would be a concern and could see a move back to the weekly cloud and 89 week MA that were supportive in 

the Q4 2018 sell-off now near $135.   



 

Seasonality: CRM shares have tended to be a 1H story over the past five years with an average return of above 16% 

through June, while 2H has seen just over 4% returns.  The March-May period has been strong while September-

December weak. 

Ownership Trends:  Short interest is low at 1.4% of the float and near the low-end of its three-year range.  Hedge 

Fund ownership rose 2.5% in Q1 filings, Line Pine Capital adding to its position as did Coatue Mgmt. and Point-State 

Capital while Melvin, Maplelane, and Castle Hook took new positions.  In 2018 Director Susan Wojcicki bought over 

$8M in shares from $109.14 up to $157.57 over a ten month period.   

Catalysts: Earnings Late August/November; Dreamforce 2019 November 

Optimal Strategy: Long the CRM August/September $160 Calendar Call Spread at $2.45 Debit 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DocuSign (DOCU):  ($53.50) 

Fundamental Snapshot:  The $9.5B Company is a pioneer and leader in the e-signature category and seeing rapid 

revenue growth and improving profitability, estimating its TAM at $25B. Its technology reduces costs, accelerates 

transactions and improves customer experience for businesses. Customers with greater than $300,000 ACV has 

grown to 31 in FY19 from 30 in FY13 and it has a 112% net retention rate. International currently comprises 17% of 

revenues and is growing rapidly. Operating margins inflected positively in FY19 and seen to have further room for 

expansion and improved profitability. DOCU is now trading just 7.3X next year EV/Sales while 31% topline growth 

seen this year and EPS set to grow rapidly, becoming an attractive value in a space with high valuations.  The 

business is one that has a high ROI for customers as it reduces costs and accelerates the timeline of transactions.  

DOCU is a solid combination of high growth, a large untapped market opportunity, and improving profitability & 

cash flows.   

 

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: DOCU’s 30 day IV at 40.14% is at the 15th percentile of the 52-week range of 

33.66% to 76.5%.  Its December options imply at 24.7% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is at 

0.564.  Its 30 day IV Skew at +1.8% compares to a +2.2% 52-week average.  The most notable positioning was on 

6/14 with 4,000 of the September $50 calls bought to open in a $1.76M trade while it also has plenty of OTM call 

open interest in July and September.  Into weakness on 6/7 a trade sold 2,000 January $40 puts to open as well.  

There is one large bearish position of September $60 puts opened 5/28 with 1,780 in open interest. Update: On 

6/24 the large September $50 call position did take profits though on 6/27 it saw numerous call buys in July and 

August/September $60 call calendar spreads open 3000X. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $62 on shares.  William Blair out positive on 4/10 seeing 20-25% 

operating margins in four to five years and a path to grow subscription revenues 25% or higher the next 3-5 years. 

Deutsche Bank upgraded to Buy in February with a $65 target seeing it having advantages to Adobe Sign. Citi out on 

6-7 calling the pullback a buying opportunity, and JP Morgan the same with an $88 target. Piper also defended 

shares seeing no change in the fundamental story and long-term growth remains intact.  KeyBanc has a $65 target 

and sees this as a short-term setback and believes in the long-term opportunity as the quarter was strong for 

customer acquisition, large customer growth and international expansion.  It still sees DOCU a winner in the 

accelerating adoption of e-signatures.   

 

 

 

 

 



Technical View: DOCU shares were slammed on its latest earnings report but the positive is shares rebounded and 

closed well off lows that day and have not returned to those levels.  Shares have closed on the weekly above a 50% 

retracement of the Q42018 low to 2019 high as well as staying above the base breakout that started 2019.  Shares 

need to climb above $56 to break out of its downtrend and out of this high volume range developing. 

 

Seasonality: DOCU does not have a long trading history as a newer issue. 

Ownership Trends: Short interest is 8.7% of the float, down 3.6% Q/Q, and elevated near its historical high.  Hedge 

Fund ownership surged 75% in Q1 filings with notable buyers including Melvin Capital, Victory Capital, and Sigma 

Partners 7.   

Catalysts: Earnings Early September 

Optimal Strategy: Long the DOCU September $55/$60 Call Spreads at $1.35 Debit 

 

 



Fastenal (FAST):  ($33.25) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Fastenal is a leading whole distributor of industrial and construction supplies through a 

network of 2500 stores and includes OEM and MRO on the manufacturing side.  Principal products include 

Fasteners, Tools, Cutting Tools, Hydraulics & Pneumatics, Material Handling, Janitorial Supplies, Electrical Supplies, 

Welding Supplies, and Safety Supplies. The $19.7B Company trades 21.8X Earnings, 3.87X Sales, 15.6X EV/EBITDA 

and yields a 2.6% dividend.  FAST has been able to post strong growth rates while Q1 operating margins expanded 

modestly.  Forecasts call for 9.5% revenue growth this year after 13% last year and 7% growth in FY20 while EBITDA 

seen growing 9% and 7% as well.  Industrial vending has been a strong growth market and helped offset weather 

challenges.  FAST sees a $25B market opportunity in onsite programs that currently account for 20% of revenues.  

Weaker PMI numbers are a challenge moving forward.  Margins are often the focus for investors and historically it 

trades 12-16X EBITDA range, but is clearly the best-in-class operations among industrial distributors.  FAST saw 

strength in construction in Q1 while Oil & Gas was a drag.   

 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: FAST’s 30 day IV at 31.3% is at the 45th percentile of the 18.25% to 47.15% 52-

week range.  Its January options are pricing in a 15.8% move in shares and total put/call open interest ratio is at 

0.786.  Its 30 day IV Skew at +0.6% compares to the 52-week average of +1.6%.  FAST has some notable call open 

interest in August and November from size buyers, though note the recent stock split has adjusted the current 

strikes showing in live open interest.  The August $32.5, $33.75, and $35 calls have 10,000 combined contracts and 

November $33.75 and $35 calls with 7,500 combined.   

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $33.65 with a high of $39.  On 6-14 Buckingham was out cautious 

lowering EPS estimates for FY19 and FY20 as a visit with management had a more cautious tone.  William Blair and 

Northcoast also downgraded shares the past two months and most of the Street rates shares a Hold.   

Technical View: FAST shares traded in a range 2012 to 2018 and have broken out of that range, a move that reached 

the 138.2% Fibonacci extension at $35.55 with the 1.618 level a potential next target at $40.55.  FAST has effectively 

held the RSI monthly 50 level, and recently retested a $30 breakout level and bounced strong back above all key 

weekly moving averages.   

 

Seasonality: FAST shares have historically struggled the April-June period with a five year average return of -6.9% 

while the Q4-Q1 period has seen an average raise of 12% with November particularly strong averaging a 16% gain 

over the last three years. 

Ownership Trends:  Short interest is elevated at 15% of the float and jumped 79% Q/Q.  FAST saw steady insider 

buys from top executives through 2017 and 2018 in small quantities.  Hedge Fund ownership fell 11% in Q1 filings, 

Route One Investment Co. now a 12.48% weighting while Bares Capital and Cantillon other top concentrated 

holders.   

Catalysts: Earnings July 10th; Monthly Sales Metrics 

Optimal Strategy: Long the FAST November $33.75 Calls at $1.35 or Better 



First Solar (FSLR):  ($62.85) 

Fundamental Snapshot:  First Solar is a leading provider on solar energy solutions and global solar installations 

continue to be on a positive growth path.  It has strong competitive advantages with its top of the line innovative 

technology and a large market influence.  In 2018 it started producing its Series 6 which is being deployed and 

carries stronger gross margins, and early indications of strong bookings and higher ASP.  It has become the trusted 

name for partners on Solar projects across all verticals.  FSLR is increasing investment via R&D while reducing 

operating expenses.  The $6.7B Solar leader trades 17.4X Earnings and 10.3X EV/EBITDA with a strong balance sheet 

and revenues seen rising 58% this year against easy comps.  PV penetration continues to increase with clean energy 

mandates in the US while Europe is seeing a record year of installations with Spain adding significant capacity the 

next several years.  FSLR is already 50% booked for 2021, all indications of strong demand from management. 

 

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: FSLR’s 30 day IV at 35.66% is at the 25th percentile of the 29.1% to 55.45% 52-

week range.  Its December options are pricing in a 22% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is at 

0.691.  Its 30 day IV Skew of +0.3% compares to a +0.8% 52-week average.  FSLR has over 2000 January $60 calls 

bought in open interest, 3000 December $65 calls, and 2,980 September $60 calls.   

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $70 on shares.  RW Baird has a $75 target on shares seeing 

minimal impact from recent tariff news.  JPM added it to the Focus List on 5/6 with a $72 target seeing a strong 

earnings inflection from the Series 6 ramp with upside to 2020 estimates.  Argus sees shares attractively valued with 

positive cash flow and a solid balance sheet.  On 4/10 Goldman upgraded to Conviction Buy seeing two key 

catalysts, converting its idle flex capacity in Malaysia and upside to 1GW annual project volume target with 

increasing appetite for renewable projects.   

Technical View: FSLR shares broke out of a nice bull wedge in early June and continue to trend higher in 2019.  The 

cleanest view is the monthly chart, shown below, a massive ascending triangle building with $73 the important level 

to clear and monthly MACD has crossed bullish.  A breakout can propel shares to $100 or higher.   

 

Seasonality: FSLR shares have performed well in February, October and December historically with Q4-Q1 its 

strongest period while Q2 to Q3 averaging -11% return the last five years.   

Ownership Trends:  Short interest is 15% of the float, rising 9% Q/Q, and in the mid-range of its five year averages.  

Hedge Fund ownership fell 18.8% in Q1 filings, Lansdowne Partners with a new notable concentrated position but 

otherwise lacking notable firms.  FSLR has only seen two small insider purchases, May 2017 and February 2018 by 

Directors for just over $330K in stock, the latter at $62.66/share.   

Catalysts: Earnings Late July; Bookings Commentary 

Optimal Strategy: Long the FSLR September $70 / December $65 Call Diagonal for $4 Debit 



General Mills (GIS):  ($52.45) 

Fundamental Snapshot: General Mills is a leading maker of consumer packaged goods and pet products.  A few of 

its top brands include Pillsbury, Nature Valley, Old El Paso, Cheerios, Yoplait, Haagen-Dazs, and Blue Buffalo.  The 

company’s primary focus in 2019 is returning to topline growth and has taking a number of steps moving into 

stronger markets and innovating on the product side while optimizing its portfolio that contains more than eight 

$1B brands.  It sees opportunities to grow in Natural/Organic, Ice Cream and Snack Bars.  The $32B Company trades 

16.1X Earnings, 1.93X Sales and 33.2X FCF with a 3.68% dividend yield.  Into 2019 GIS was our top pick in the CPG 

space as it screened well with 20%+ EBITDA margins, strong FCF, and undemanding valuation.  Sales trends have 

been improving since 2017 and it has gained market share with leading brands across its segments.  It also is making 

moves in ecommerce with 1H19 sales +50%.  Blue Buffalo is a top ecommerce name in pet foods and is seeing 

growing household penetration, reaching 8.4% last year from 6.2% the year prior.  It also sees a positive mix shift in 

that category to higher margin wet food and treats.  GIS has often been rumored a takeover target for 3G Capital / 

Kraft Heinz.   

 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: GIS has a 30 day IV of 28.2% which is the 52nd percentile of its 52-week range of 

17.5% to 38.15%.  Its options for January 2020 are pricing in a 13.9% move and total put/call open interest ratio is at 

0.715.  Its 30 day IV Skew at +3.6% compares to a 52-week average of +2.1%.  GIS has seen some notable 

accumulation of July calls while most notable open interest is the 15,000 October $50 calls that opened on 3/19.  It 

also has some size in January call open interest from buyers.  A 5/21 opening sale of July $52.5 puts is another 

important bullish position. 

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $51 on shares with a $40-$60 range.  CSFB out on 6-17 at Neutral 

with a raised $56 target noting improved visibility for the core and strong momentum at Blue Buffalo.  Citi raised its 

target to $60 in March seeing momentum building for the company after raising guidance and is the top pick in US 

Food.  Goldman cut to Sell on 5-28 on deceleration concerns with a $41 target seeing risk to estimates as benefits 

from management’s initiatives are peaking.   

Technical View: On the chart GIS shares have moved strong in 2019 off late 2018 lows and in June breaking out of a 

weekly bull flag that measures to an upside target of $68, though seeing bearish MACD divergence and crossover.  

Shares have also cleared a multi-year downtrend in 2019 with monthly RSI breaking to multi-year highs.  Shares are 

nearing a 50% retracement target of $54.70 while the $59/$60 zone also likely an area of resistance aligning with 

the 61.8% level.   

 

Seasonality: GIS has performed best the past five years in Q4 with an average return above 2% while September has 

been a rough month averaging over 5% declines.  The June-July period has also been positive at +2.2%.   

Ownership Trends:  Short interest is at 3.5% of the float, rising 9.8% Q/Q, and in the middle of its three-year range.  

Hedge Fund ownership rose 3.1% in Q1 filings, Sirios Capital and Tobam adding size to concentrated positions.  GIS 

has seen a few small insider purchases, a Director in August 2018 at $47.37/share for $47,370, the CEO in May 2018 

at $42.18/share for $253,108, and a President in April 2017 at $57.45/share for $103,402.   

Catalysts: Earnings June 26th and Late September; Annual Investor Day July 9th 

Optimal Strategy: Long the GIS July $50 Calls at $2.35 

 



MercadoLibre (MELI):  ($622.75) 

Fundamental Snapshot: MercadoLibre operates an online commerce platform in Latin America as well as various 

financial technology platforms and a recent strong move into payments.  It is positioned as a leader in a significantly 

sized and growing opportunity with Latin America in the early stage of the adoption curve for internet penetration in 

banking and ecommerce.  MELI sacrificed profits in recent years to move towards a managed logistics network as it 

builds out fulfillment capacity.  Its payment solution, QR, already represents more than 40% of wallet payment 

volume.  The $32.65B Company trades 87.7X FCF and 13.4X EV/Sales.  MELI expects 54% topline growth in FY19 and 

39% growth in FY20 with EPS entering a strong cycle of growth as well after years of investments, seen at $6/share 

in FY21 after operating at a loss in 2018.  MELI continues to accelerate scale to preserve competitive leadership and 

its fintech businesses now seen worth more than marketplace, and likely to continue to see years of investment into 

its new products and rapidly growing platforms. 

 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: MELI’s 30 day IV at 36.3% is at the 2nd percentile of its 35.5% to 75.35% 52-

week range.  Its December options imply a 27% move through year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is at 

1.3.  Its 30 day IV Skew at +0.3% compares to a +2.2% 52-week average.  MELI notable interest includes 5,500 now 

deep in the money September $350 calls from 3/7/19 with some having adjusted to December where there are now 

7,500 December $450 calls bought in open interest.  A trade on 5/16 opened 500 January $700/$500 bullish risk 

reversals.  The size in the names are sitting on massive profits and playing with house money after many adjustment 

trades, worth remembering. 

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $590 on shares with a high target of $710.  BAML has a $600 

target and sees several catalysts that can accelerate GMV growth including the end of a 9.25% Brazilian tax holiday 

on lower-value consumer tech, new distribution capacity, improved service offerings, and cataloging effects.  CSFB is 

at Outperform with a $640 target noting Street numbers are too low without credit for products already at market 

like advertising and seller working capital loans.  It also sees the take rate to rise to 24.6% over the next five years 

from the current 16.7%.  BTIG downgraded shares in early June after the big YTD run stepping to the sidelines to see 

how the highly dynamic LatAm fintech landscape plays out and the Brazilian economy is underperforming.   

Technical View: MELI shares have been on an incredible parabolic run in 2019 after breaking out of a multi-month 

bull wedge.  It is a tough chart to assess with so much momentum, rising weekly moving averages have tended to be 

support, the 8 and 13 notable.  The $685 level is a potential Fibonacci extension target.  It has a rising channel 

pattern forming in 2019, current support near $580 is the ideal next entry point. 

 

Seasonality: MELI shares have performed fairly consistently across quarters over the last five years with February-

April and October-November two of the stronger periods for shares.   

Ownership Trends:  Short interest is 3.8% of the float, down 50% Q/Q, and near a new five-year low.  Hedge Fund 

ownership surged 65% in Q1 filings, new positions by Viking Global, Winslow Capital, Hitchwood Capital, Jericho 

Capital, and Castle Hook while Lone Pine Capital and Duquesne Family Office added to positions.  Alkeon Capital 

appears to be the holder of the large call option positions.  Director Malka Meyer has been a notable insider buyer 

with a June 2018 purchase of shares at $298.89 for nearly $15M in stock.   

Catalysts: Earnings Late July and October 

Optimal Strategy: Long the MELI September/January $700 Call Calendar Spread at $28 Debit 



Mirati Therapeutics (MRTX):  ($102.29) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Mirati is an early-stage Biotech not expecting significant revenues until FY22 as a player in 

the KRAS inhibitors space.   The company is exploring an orally available small molecule inhibitor which has already 

demonstrated regression of tumors in a small subset of patients. They see widespread potential for the treatment in 

the three major cancers (NSCLC, colorectal, and pancreatic) with a $3-4B market opportunity.  Mirati is slated to 

initiate its Phase III trial for sitravatinib in checkpoint-refractory non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) this quarter, 

which won't read out until 2020. The main catalyst this year is the KRAS G12C readout, expected in 2H19.   

 

 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: MRTX 30 day IV at 48.7% is at a 52-week low of its range that saw a high of 

153.25%.  Its December options are pricing in a 47% move in shares and total put/call open interest ratio is at 0.529.  

30 day IV Skew at 0% compares to the +0.4% 52-week average.  MRTX has a lot of June call open interest exercising 

but also some notable positions further out including 2,000 January $100/$145 call spreads bought and 2,500 of the 

September $85 puts sold to open.  It also still has a 1750 contract December $75 call contract and has seen 4000 

July $110 calls accumulate in open interest though leaned to sales after closer examination.  It also saw 2000 

December $145 calls open late on 6/4. 



 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $110 on shares with a high of $132.  B Riley downgraded shares 

to Neutral with a $92 target on 6/19 seeing shares fully reflecting potential for its lead asset and very early stage 

KRAS G12C inhibitor.  It sees a competitive market in the latter space.  It sees a sell the news risk on the 2H19 

readout.  HC Wainwright raised its target to $117 on 6/5 after positive data at ASCO bodes well for MRTX849.  

Cowen is positive with expected readouts for sitravatinib + CPIs in 2H19 may provide visibility to additional settings 

beyond 2L NSCLC (in Ph 3), and an anticipated KRAS G12D inhibitor by YE2019 will add fuel to the KRAS engine 

driving shares.  Citi upgraded shares to Buy with a $132 target seeing MRTX’s MRTX849 with best-in-class potential 

that can exceed Amgen’s (AMGN) AMG510 when data is presented.   

Technical View: MRTX shares gapped up big in June and have continued to see momentum to new highs, a move to 

$125 is the measured move. 

 

Seasonality: MRTX has seen most of its gains in the January-February period and in September.  The April-June 

period has been weak with shares -14.57% the past three years.   

Ownership Trends:  Short interest remains elevated at 19.3% of the float near its highs.  The President and CEO 

bought 20,000 shares at $7.05 in June of 2016.  Hedge Fund ownership declined 8.7% in Q1 filings, Boxer Capital a 

big buyer of shares and is now 43.4% of their portfolio.  Baker Brothers also hold some stock as does Perceptive 

Advisors.   

Catalysts: 2H19 Data Referenced Above 

Optimal Strategy: Sell the MRTX July $110 Calls to Buy the December $110/$135 Call Spread at Net $6 Debit 



Service-Now (NOW):  ($282.65) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Service-Now is a provider of enterprise cloud computing solutions to automate workflows.  

The most popular services that its platform supports are workflow automation, electronic service catalogs and 

portals, configuration management systems, data benchmarking, performance analytics, mobile experience, 

encryption and collaboration and development tools.   

 

The $53.88B Software Company trades 67.5X Earnings, 78.6X FCF and 15.2X EV/Sales.  NOW has grown the topline 

36-38% each of the last three years with 32% and 28.5% growth seen the next two years while EPS rose to 

$2.49/share in FY18 from $0.70/share in 2016 and seen reaching above $7/share in FY22.  It is a “Rule of 40” leader 

in Software with strong FCF margins putting its number near 58.  Renewal rates have stayed high at 98% and it 

continues to add large customers.  NOW is targeting a $110B market seen growing to $165B in 2023.  Operating 

margins have risen to 20% in 2018 from 10% in 2015.  The CEO recently signaled the cloud transformation remains 

in the early innings. 

 

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: NOW’s 30 day IV at 32.5% is at the 24th percentile of the 24.7% to 57% 52-week 

range.  Its January 2020 options are pricing in 22.5% movement and total put/call open interest ratio stands at 

0.888.  30 Day IV Skew at +4.9% compares to the +3.9% 52-week average.  NOW has a massive 10,000 contract 

August $220 call position in open interest from 5/16 while buyers were active in $280, $290, and $300 calls into 

recent weakness though many have taken profits recently.  It also has size bull positioning throughout January 2020 

strikes.  On 6/25 the February $280 calls bought 585X for $2M. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $288 on shares with a high of $342.  CSFB rates shares 

Outperform with a $280 target expecting NOW to achieve $10B in revenues and recently disclosed a > 130% net 

expansion rate and will begin guiding to this metric the rest of the year.  BAML raised its target to $300 in early May 

seeing the company well positioned to capture a sizeable portion of the workflow automation market which the 

company sized at $165bn by 2023.   Net revenue retention rate of 130%+ is at the high end of SaaS comparables and 

~81% of net-new ACV in 2018 was driven by existing customers vs 66% in 2014 – this is particularly positive for 

margins as net-new business is not entirely dependent on increasing sales head count to accelerate new customer 

adds which we note is growing at a respectable 20-25% y/y growth. Canaccord recently called NOW the most likely 

enterprise software name to next reach $100B market cap.   

 

 

 

 

 



Technical View: NOW shares are in a strong trend with the rising 13 week EMA supportive in 2019 after it broke out 

of a sideways 2018 trading range and shares in a rising channel pattern in 2019.   

 

Seasonality: NOW does not show seasonality with balanced positive returns across every quarter for its five year 

averages, though January, May, and October have been its best months and line up with earnings. 

Ownership Trends:  Short interest is down near a three year low at 3.8% of the float, falling 35% Q/Q.  The CEO 

bought $1.1M worth of stock at $98.05/share in May 2017.  Hedge Fund ownership rose 4.6% in Q1 filings, Alkeon 

Capital disclosing a call option position, Melvin Capital adding to its position as did Coatue, and Whale Rock and 

Holocene started new positions. 

Catalysts: Earnings Late July/October 

Optimal Strategy: Long the NOW July/August $300 Calendar Call Spread at $6 Debit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NXP Semi (NXPI):  ($94.78) 

Fundamental Snapshot:  NXP Semiconductors provides high performance mixed signal and standard product 

solutions with a focus on Automotive, Mobile, Industrial and IoT industries.  It sees growth drivers for Automotive 

with ADAS/radar, vehicle networks and electrification.  In Mobile there are growth drivers such as mobile payment 

adoption and in Communications an opportunity with 5G deployment.  The attach rate of mobile wallet solutions in 

smart phones expected to hit 50% by 2021 from 30% currently.   

 

The $33.5B Semi trades cheap at 10.65X Earnings, 9.9X FCF and 3.63X Sales with a 1% dividend yield.  The company 

is forecasted to return to 5-7% annual revenue growth for 2020 and 2021 with EPS returning to double digit growth.  

NXPI is also shareholder friendly returning all excess cash to shareholders.  NXPI announces a deal in late May to 

acquire Marvell’s (MRVL) wireless connectivity portfolio for $1.76B in cash.  The low interest rate environment 

should benefit it for reduced debt risk.   

 

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: NXPI’s 30 day IV at 34.15% is at the 24th percentile of the 21.4% to 74.25% 52-

week range.  Its January 2020 options are pricing in a 22% stock move and total put/call open interest ratio is at 

0.457.  30 day IV Skew at +0.5% compares to the +0.8% 52-week average.  NXPI has some bullish positioning in July 

calls with size in $100 and $105 open interest, while August/September has very little open interest, the main focus 

for bulls been October and January 2020.  In October the $95, $100 and $105 calls have each seen significant buys 

and very large size in January $85 and $90 call OI from big buys.  On 6/21 the August $100 calls opened 2000X at 

$4.90. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $115 on shares with a high of $128.  BAML has a $125 target 

adding it to the US1 List in early May, and recently came away positive the deal for MRVL’s assets though at a rich 

price.  It highlighted improving pipeline, expanding margins and compelling valuation.  Morgan Stanley upgraded to 

Overweight on 6-12 highlighting inventory management to peers and attractive valuation.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Technical View: NXPI shares peaked in 2018 when Qualcomm’s (QCOM) attempted acquisition of it failed and pulled 

all the way back to $70 in late 2018.  Shares put in a major $70/$95 basing pattern that targets a move to $120.   

 

Seasonality: NXPI shares have been very strong in the February-March period averaging a near 12% gain the past 5 

years.  Shares have also shown major strength in May and November.   

Ownership Trends:  Short interest is fairly low at 3% of the float and near the low-end of its three-year range.  

Hedge Fund ownership fell 26.5% in Q1 filings, Viking Global with a new position while OZ Mgmt. and Glenview 

added to position, as did Soroban Capital which now has a 9.6% weighting to NXPI.  NXPI has not seen any insider 

purchases. 

Catalysts: Earnings Late July/October 

Optimal Strategy: Long the NXPI October $100/$110 Call Spreads $3.50 Debit 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Anaplan (PLAN):  ($50.65) 

Fundamental Snapshot:  Anaplan is a provider of a cloud-based platform focused on connected planning.  They see 

Connected Planning as the next essential cloud category. It fundamentally transforms planning by connecting all of 

the people, data, and plans needed to accelerate business value and enable real-time planning and decision-making 

in rapidly changing business environments. Connected Planning accelerates business value by transforming the way 

organizations make decisions and placing the power of planning in the hands of every individual at every level within 

and between organizations.  According to International Data Corporation, or IDC, the worldwide performance 

management and analytic applications software market is forecasted to be approximately $17 billion in 2018 and to 

grow to $21 billion by 2021. 

 

The $6.63B Software Company trades 19.1X EV/Sales which is very rich but grew revenues 39.7% and 42.9% the last 

two years with 37% growth seen in FY20 and 29% in FY21.  The number of customers with greater than $250,000 of 

annual recurring revenue was 59, 113, 181, and 213 as of the end of fiscal 2016, 2017, and 2018, and July 31, 2018, 

respectively. Its dollar-based net expansion rate is around 123%.  PLAN’s FCF margins look ready to inflect as an 

upside driver in 2H19. 

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: PLAN’s 30 day IV at 47.4% is at the 1st percentile of the 47.1% to 91% 52-week 

range.  Its December options are pricing in a 30.6% stock move through year-end and total put/call open interest 

ratio is at 0.38.  30 Day IV Skew at +0.5% compares to the +0.7% 52-week average.  PLAN has recently seen some 

small July $55/$60 call spreads open while August positions have adjusted with 2,869 December $55 calls now in OI 

from buys.  In November the $40, $45, and $50 calls have been bought against short $35 puts. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $50.50 on shares with a high of $62.  Monness Crespi & Hardt 

raised its target to $62 on 5-28 seeing a big market opportunity, strong revenue growth, and longer-term room for 

profitability.  KeyBanc is positive seeing similarities with CRM/NOW as it invests in its business and expands 

relationships with customers with broad expansion opportunities for use cases.  SunTrust raised its target to $52 

after seeing accelerated revenues and billings growth.  Needham raised its target to $54 after Q1 showed a 

significant boost to operating leverage with better sales productivity and the company landed larger deals with 

strong ASPs.  It sees market share gains accelerating the next several years.   

Technical View: PLAN shares are in a strong trend with a powerful flag breakout back near the $40 level that 

measures to $56.  Shares are extended near term and could use a dup back to $45 as an optimal entry level. 

 

Seasonality: PLAN does not have much of a trading history to discuss seasonality.   

Ownership Trends:  Short interest is low at 3.3% of the float and down 9% Q/Q.  In October 2018 a Director bought 

$18.78M in stock at $17/share.  Hedge Fund ownership declined 4.3% in Q1 filings, Salesforce (CRM) having a 

$117M stake. 

Catalysts: Earnings Late August. 

Optimal Strategy: Long the PLAN August / December $55 Calendar Call Spreads at $3.50 Debit 



PayPal (PYPL):  ($115.50) 

Fundamental Snapshot:  PayPal is a leading provider of a digital payments platform that has acquired and started 

notable brands like Braintree, Venmo, and Xoom.  It is connected both to merchants and consumers.   

 

The $139.6B Company trades 33X Earnings, 23.3X FCF and 7.3X EV/Sales.  PYPL continues to see strong growth in 

payment volumes and account engagement while also delivering operating margin expansion.  It did a $750M 

strategic investment in MercadoLibre (MELI) and has been actively allocating capital to buybacks and acquisitions.  It 

also recently announced a partnership with Instagram to process payments for Shopping. It is seeing consistent 25% 

growth in Total Payment Volume (TPV) and active accounts been growing 15-17% quarterly.  The COO recently left 

the company which caused shares to move a bit lower.   

 

 

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: PYPL’s 30 day IV at 26.4% is at the 20th percentile of the 210.6% to 50% 52-

week range.  Its January 2020 options are pricing in a 16.5% move and total put/call open interest ratio is at 1.033.  

30 Day IV Skew at +3.4% compares to the +3% 52-week average.  PYPL has seen some recent accumulation of 

September $120 calls with more than 6500 in open interest, and also been a popular name for put sales in January 

2020.  The October $120 and $125 calls have each seen a 3000 contract position open as well.   

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $118 on shares with a high of $135.  BAML rates shares a Buy 

with a $131 target and recent ecommerce spending data remained robust in May.   It sees the 22% TPV growth in 

Q1 as the trough for the year and expects acceleration, seeing PYPL best positioned to capitalize on the global mix 

shift from in-store to online/digital channels.  Craig Hallum recently with an interesting positive note seeing the 

partnership with Facebook (FB) boosting numbers with Facebook launching Libra utilizing PayPal’s Braintree to 

facilitate merchant acceptance.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



Technical View: PYPL shares based nicely October-December 2018 while much of the market sold off and held 

weekly cloud as support before breaking out with a sharply sloped uptrend in 2019.  The measured move of this leg 

has an expected target of $130.  Shares have stayed above the 8 week EMA on a closing basis all year but put in a 

bearish reversal candle June OpEx week after hitting the upper Bollinger Band on the weekly, a move back to $106 

would provide ideal entry. 

 

Seasonality: PYPL shares have historically performed best in Q3 with a three-year average return of +12.34% while 

also strong in the April-May period.  Q4 has been the weakest stretch, particularly November-December. 

Ownership Trends: Short interest is low at 1.3% of the float near a record low and down 33% Q/Q.  Hedge Fund 

ownership fell 16.5% in Q1 filings though Polen Capital and Whale Rock took large concentrated new stakes.  The 

only meaningful insider purchase was December 2017 at $74.04/share by Director Rodney Adkins for $499,777.   

Catalysts: Earnings Late July/October. 

Optimal Strategy: Long the PYPL July/September $120 Call Calendar Spread at a $2.75 Debit 

 

 

 

 

 



Public Storage (PSA):  ($241.50) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Public Storage is a self-storage REIT with ancillary operations like PS Business Parks and 

Shurgard Europe.  PSA has 2,429 properties in the US with 162M rentable square feet. 

 

The $42.3B self-storage REIT leader trades 31X Earnings, 22.4X FFO and yields a 3.33% dividend.  PSA has maintained 

strong occupancy numbers and seen Rent per Available Square Foot (REVPAF) growth. PSA named a new CEO and 

CFO in December. Same-store NOI growth again slowed in 2018 to 0.9%, from 2.9% in 2017 and 7.0% in 2016. Its 

results continued to be impacted by a high level of new supply.  PSA is a stable earner with an attractive yield with 

global yields on the decline that could attract renewed investor interest in the space.

 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: PSA’s 30 day IV at 16.7% is at the 15th percentile of the 14.25% to 30.85% 52-

week range.  Its December options are pricing in a 10.7% move through year-end and total put/call open interest 

ratio is at 1.0.  30 day IV Skew at +1.8% compares to the 52-week average of +1.4%.  PSA has just one notable 

position, but a massive one, the December $230 calls bought 7500X on 6/5 for $14M.   

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $210 with a high of $252. Argus raised its target to $240 in April 

with a Buy rating seeing its premium valuation justified to peers on a strong brand recognition and assets in 

locations with high barriers to entry. The bear case has often been cited as the increasing supply nationwide which 

erodes pricing power.  On 6/11 KeyBanc upgraded shares to Sector Weight on steadier growth and potential for FFO 

growth to accelerate, while its low-leverage makes it a safe-haven play.  Jefferies upgraded to Hold in April on the 

lower interest rate outlook and noting its premium dividend looks appealing. 



Technical View: PSA shares broke out of a large monthly basing pattern in May $190/$230 that has a measured 

move target to $270 which aligns near the 2016 highs.  MACD on the monthly has crossed bullish and RSI at multi-

year highs.   

 

Seasonality: PSA shares have performed best the past 5 years in the Q4 to Q1 period with Q4 averaging a +5.34% 

gain and Q1 +4.75%, while Q2 and Q3 averaged negative returns.  The October-November period has been 

particularly strong.   

Ownership Trends: Short interest is 3.8% of the float, down 15% Q/Q, and near a two-year low.  Hedge Fund 

ownership declined 0.88% in Q1 filings.  In August 2017 a Director bought $401,170 worth of stock at 

$200.59/share.   

Catalysts: Earnings Late July/October.   

Optimal Strategy: Long the PSA January $240/$260 Call Spread for $7 Debit 

 

 

 

 

 



Rio Tinto (RIO):  ($62.15) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Rio Tinto is a leading global metals mining company with Iron Ore a major component of 

the business as well as Aluminum, Copper, other metals, and Energy. There are 2 key drivers for the mining industry: 

One is GDP growth and the other one is global trade.  Technology is the greatest untapped enabler and disrupter 

available to the industry, leading to increased productivity and safety.  Copper is the primary conductor contributing 

to electrification, transportation and smart technologies. Demand for copper is robust, however, supply is 

constrained, an attractive industry.  Although the demand for aluminum is strong, the industry will remain 

challenged in the foreseeable future until China restructures its aluminum smelting capacity. 

 

The $100.5B Company trades 10.25X Earnings, 4.9X EV/EBITDA and yields a near 6% dividend.  RIO EBITDA is 

expected to grow 16% in 2019 with EPS jumping 31.8% before retracing in 2020.  Over the past three years RIO has 

generated $34B in cash from operations, reduced debt by $14B, and delivered $20B in shareholder returns.  EBITDA 

margins have been resilient through the cycle, showing clear improvement based on 2 things: First, its asset 

portfolio has been reshaped through divestments and focused growth. And secondly, its productivity agenda means 

we more cash generation from its assets.   

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: RIO’s 30 day IV at 23.3% is at the 12th percentile of the 21.1% to 39.1% 52-week 

range.  Its January options are pricing in 14.8% movement and total put/call open interest ratio is at 0.961.  30 day 

IV Skew at -0.4% is inverted and compares to the +1.8% 52-week average.  RIO has a good amount of bullish 

positioning including upside call buys with put sales in both July and October, though July $62.5 calls sold to open 

13,000X shows a likely upside cap near-term.  It also has over 3800 January $60 calls bought in OI while the $55 puts 

in October with 7,745 in OI have seen some purchases, though likely protective. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $63.50 and a high of $71. Barclays downgraded shares on 6-6 to 

Underweight and shares traded lower in mid-June on further operational challenges.  On 5-28 Goldman Sachs 

upgraded shares to Buy citing $8B-$9B in annual FCF while improving margins and returns, expecting share buyback 

and portfolio enhancement strategy to lead to upside while Iron Ore should enter an earnings upgrade cycle.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Technical View: RIO shares have shown relative strength to Metal peers since 2017 and peaked back in 2011 near 

$75 while bottomed in 2016 near $25.  Shares recently cleared a major long-term level at $60 and have been 

working higher in a rising channel pattern.  The longer-term measured move on the $60 breakout of this large 

pattern is to above $80.   

 

Seasonality: RIO shares have performed best in the June-July period over the past five years with an average return 

above 6% while August has been a bad month for the last ten years as has May.   

Ownership Trends: RIO short interest is very low at 0.6% of the float and down 30% Q/Q.  Hedge Fund ownership 

jumped 43.7% in Q1 filings, Arrowstreet Capital and Luminus adding a lot of shares.  Highline Capital also has a 

concentrated stake and added more in Q1.  RIO has not seen any insider purchases. 

Catalysts: Metal Prices 

Optimal Strategy: Long the RIO October $60/$65/$67.5 Unbalanced Butterfly Call Spread $1.30 Debit 

 

 

 

 

 



Roku (ROKU):  ($104) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Roku is an operator of a digital television streaming platform allowing users to see 

streaming content and publisher to build and monetize audiences.  Its Neutral platform makes it an attractive 

partner.  Increased streaming adoption continues to be the main driver of ROKU’s success.   

The $11.8B Company now trades 10.8X EV/Sales with revenue growth of 44.8% in 2018 and 41% growth seen in 

2019 while EPS not seen positive until 2021.  In Q1 ROKU saw 51% Y/Y revenue growth as active accounts grew to 

29.1M and ARPU of $19.06 rose 27% Y/Y.   

 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: ROKU’s 30 day IV at 54.9% is at the 18th percentile of the 44.65% to 102% 52-

week range.  Its January 2020 options are pricing in 39.4% movement and total put/call open interest ratio is at 

1.046.  30 Day IV Skew at +3.6% compares to the +1.6% 52-week average.  ROKU has seen some recent institutional 

sized accumulation in July $100, $105, $110, and $115 calls.  The main position of size is 10,000 January $75 calls 

opened on 5/28 that previously adjusted from July and October lower strikes, riding a winner.  The August $110 puts 

have accumulated 2,360X into recent highs looking for that overbought pullback. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $81 on shares with a high of $120.  Needham raised its target to 

$120 on 5-29-19 with higher estimates for 2020 citing its unique advantages as an OTT aggregation platform with 

unduplicatable digital-TV advertising scale, upside from new SVOD entrants, 27M active users, pricing power, and 

still small enough to be acquired.  Stephen’s was cautious on 5-28 on valuation.  Guggenheim upgraded shares 

recently with a $119 target citing strong secular tailwinds from streaming video consumption and Q1 metrics 

showed how well ROKU is positioned.  DA Davidson raised its target to $110 after ROKU launched Activation Insights 

analytics and rolls for advertisers and sees a large opportunity in the $70B TV advertising spending with these tools a 

catalyst to increase ROKU’s share with the shift away from linear TV.   

 

 



Technical View: ROKU shares have made a big move since April and extended with some reversal candles forming 

on the weekly after touching the weekly upper Bollinger Band.  Shares broke out back at the $70 level and could use 

a move back to some rising weekly moving averages before basing and attempting another move higher after 

reaching a 1.618 Fibonacci extension target at $109.  A move back to retracement levels between $81.50 and $87.75 

would be ideal. 

 

Seasonality: ROKU has a small trading history so seasonality does not really apply. 

Ownership Trends: Short interest remains very high at 46% of the float buy down 47% Q/Q.  ROKU has not seen any 

insider purchases.  Hedge Fund ownership surged 77% in Q1 filings, 21st Century Fox with a $388M stake, and Whale 

Rock Capital with a new 2.39% weighted position.  Gildger Gagnon & Howe is another top holder in shares. 

Catalysts: Earnings Early August/November.  DA Davidson Tech Conference 9-4-19.   

Optimal Strategy: Long the ROKU January $75 Calls at $25 or Better (Await a Pullback) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



S&P Global (SPGI):  ($226.2) 

Fundamental Snapshot: S&P Global is a financial services company providing ratings, analytics, metrics and other 

data.  SPGI has adding on their AI/tech reach in data with recent deals for Kensho and Panjiva while also expanding 

into licensed data with FiscalNote and CrunchBase. The company received first-of-its-kind approval from China in 

January to enter the local bond market, a big potential driver into late-2019 and next year. 

 

The $56.9B Company is trading 22.8X Earnings, 18X EV/EBITDA and 41.25X FCF with a 1% dividend yield.  SPGI grew 

revenues 5-7% annually 2014 through 2017 before dipping to 3.2% growth in 2018, and sees acceleration now 

through 2021.  EPS is seen growing 6.8% this year, 10.4% next year, and 12% the year after.  It also has a strong track 

record of capital returns with over $7B since 2015 and has made progress on its cot reduction program to improve 

margins.  It is growing its focus on Tech and the strong balance sheet allows for further investments to expand its 

services and improve operations.   

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: SPGI’s 30 day IV at 18.7% is at the 24th percentile of the 13.45% to 35.1% 52-

week range.  Its January 2020 options are pricing in 12.2% movement and total put/call open interest ratio is at 

1.257.  30 Day IV Skew at +3.4% compares to the +1.8% 52-week average.  SPGI positioning is mainly in January 2020 

with 3100 of the $210 puts sold to open in open interest and a combined 5000+ of the $210, $220, $230, and $240 

calls in open interest. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $232.50 with a high of $252.  UBS upgraded shares to Buy on 5/21 

with a $252 target seeing upside from Chinese debt ratings materializing sooner than expected while the non-

ratings segment insulates the company’s earnings.  Atlantic upgrading in January to Overweight. They see the 

narrowing of high-yield spreads in early 2019 as a tailwind for issuance in the early part of the year after a rocky Q4. 

They also see a better environment for debt refinancing agreements which will be a benefit for SPGI. 

Technical View: SPGI shares with a key weekly flag breakout in early June that targets a leg up to $235 which was 

already achieved, shares a bit stretched near-term.  It has upside Fibonacci extension targets at $240.50 and $255.  

A retest around $220 would be ideal entry. 

 

Seasonality: SPGI shares have historically performed best in the first half of the year with a five-year average return 

of 9.7% in Q1 and 6.55% in Q2 while negative 2H performance.  December has been its weakest month while 

February the strongest.   

Ownership Trends:  Short interest is 1.3% of the float in the middle of its five-year range and down 35% Q/Q.  Hedge 

Fund ownership rose 8.7% in Q1 filings, Lone Pine Capital with a new notable position as its 14th largest.  Edgewood 

and Egerton also notable top concentrated holders that added more in Q1.  Insiders have made small purchases in 

2017 with three Directors while the President of SNL Financial bought over $1.5M in 2015 near $93.50/share.   

Catalysts: Earnings Late July/October.  UBS Financial Conference 8-6-19. 

Optimal Strategy: Long the SPGI January 2020 $220/$240 Call Spreads with Short $200 Puts at $5 Net Debit 



Stanley Black & Decker (SWK):  ($144.5) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Stanley Black & Decker is a global provider of power tools and other products operating in 

Tools & Storage, Security and Industrial segments.  It owns World-class brands with above-market organic growth 

and strong operating leverage.  Its 3-year financial targets include 4-6% organic growth, 10-12% EPS growth, margin 

expansion, and further dividend growth.   

 

The $22.2B Company trades 15.1X Earnings, 1.57X Sales, and 11.4X EV/EBITDA with a 1.84% dividend yield.  SWK is 

looking to further optimize its portfolio and been active with acquisitions, also signaling it could make more moves 

to boost Industrial and diversify away from Auto while also looking to fix or sell its Security business.  It sees a path 

to strong margin expansion through 2022.   

 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: SWK’s 30 day IV at 26.5% is at the 33rd percentile of the 17.5% to 44.5% 52-

week range.  Its January 2020 options are pricing in 16.1% movement and total put/call open interest ratio is at 

0.412.  30 Day IV Skew at +0.5% compares to the +1.6% 52-week average.  SWK has seen several notable sized call 

purchases including 3,000 July $145 calls from February, 2,600 October $140 calls from early March, and size in 

January $145, $150, and $155 calls. 



 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $162 with a high of $186. BAML started shares Underperform 

with a $140 target on 6-21 noting while it is a high quality company, slowing power tool trends with moderating 

home prices, challenged Industrial due to Auto, and structural headwinds with Security while also having high China 

supply chain exposure.  Longbow upgraded to Buy with a $160 target on 3-22.  On 4-29 Wells Fargo raised its target 

to $160 after a solid quarter.  JPM also raised its target to $160 citing impressive execution and the margin 

improvement opportunity. 

Technical View: SWK shares sold off sharply from early 2018 highs to Q4 2018 lows and have since recovered with 

higher lows forming.  Shares recently broke back above the weekly cloud and weekly MACD nearing a bull crossover, 

needing to clear $147.50 to make a run back to $153 resistance.  A move above that resistance could put a large 

inverse head & shoulders pattern in focus with an upside target at $195. 

 

Seasonality: SWK shares have performed best Q2 to Q3 the past five years with July and November standout 

months for performance. 

Ownership Trends: Short interest is 1.4% of the float and falling rapidly down 52% Q/Q and nearing a multi-year 

low.  Hedge Fund ownership fell 5.35% in Q1 filings though notable new positions from Holocene, Point-State, and 

Junto Capital.  Director Michael Hankin has been the lone insider buyers with two purchases in 2016 and 2018 

amounting to just over $200K in stock.   

Catalysts: Earnings Late July/October.  M&A.  Sale of Security Business 

Optimal Strategy: Long the SWK October $140/$155 Call Spread at $6.50 Debit 



Take Two (TTWO):  ($111) 

Fundamental Snapshot:  Take-Two Interactive is a leading publisher of videogames with some of its core brands 

including Grand Theft Auto, Red Dead, NBA2K and Borderlands.  It is seeing incremental revenues from increasing 

engagement with in-game purchases and add-on content.  TTWO is also investing in the emerging opportunities in 

Mobile gaming while eSports is a big market opportunity.  China is also seen as an eventual major opportunity.   

 

The $12.7B Company trades 23.25X Earnings, 4.75X Sales and 16.3X FCF.  TTWO revenues jumped 48.8% in 2019 

with EPS up 18% while 2020 a transitional year facing tough comps though growth in revenues seen returning to 

double digits in the second half and EPS growth returning to strength in 2H21.  Margins also have upside with the 

increasing shift to mobile/digital.   

 

 

 

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: TTWO’s 30 day IV at 29.4% is at the 5th percentile of the 27.4% to 71.55% 52-

week range.  Its December options are pricing in a 19% move and total put/call open interest ratio stands at 0.734.  

30 Day IV Skew at +2.1% compares to the +0.9% 52-week average.  TTWO has seen 1500 of the July $115/$125 call 

spreads bought and in September the $100 calls with 1000 bought as well as buyers of the $95 puts 2000X back in 

May.  In December a 1000 contract spread recently sold the $90 puts to buy the $115/$125 call spreads and January 

has some scattered bullish positioning. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $121.50 with a high of $142.  CSFB out in May at Neutral with a 

$119 target seeing guidance as conservative and waiting for Red Dead Online to exit from beta.  BAML is at Buy with 

a $128 target seeing the focus now on Borderlands launch September 13th.  BMO upgraded shares to Perform on 6-

4 noting videogame stocks are often a safe-haven in economic downturns and cites the robust pipeline and 

potential to be an acquisition target.  Piper sees monetization to pick in 2020 for Red Dead Online.  On 6-17 

Benchmark raised its target to $130 seeing excitement for Borderlands 3 and TTWO with significant cash, no debt, 

and strong FCF with potential to pursue transformational M&A.  Cowen upgraded shares to Outperform on 5-1 with 

a $113 PT. They think the console-facing portion of the video game group is heading into an 18-month period that 

historically has provided a significant tailwind for share performance (summer followed by the run-up to a new 

console cycle). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Technical View: TTWO shares put in a bottom in February/March and have been trending higher with a recent flag 

breakout above its 200 day MA and now consolidating under the $113 level as a 50% retracement of the 2018 high 

to 2019 low.  The $120 level is seen as next resistance on a breakout while the recent range breakout targets an 

upside move to $130. 

 

Seasonality: TTWO shares have seen strong performance in May, August, October, and January historically while it 

has seen weakness in April and the November-December period.   

Ownership Trends:  Short interest is 4.1% of the float pulling back off recent highs but rising 18% Q/Q.  In August 

2018 a Director bought over $10M in shares at $133.93/share.  Hedge Fund ownership was down 8% in Q1 filings 

with notable buyers including Palestra, Eminence, Highline, Holocene, Valinor, and Corvex.  Jackson Square has a 

large $400M position it reduced slightly in Q1.   

Catalysts: Earnings Early August/November; Video-Game Launches/Sales; M&A 

Optimal Strategy: Long the TTWO September $115/$125 Call Spreads at $3 Debit 

 

 

 

 



United Continental (UAL):  ($87.4) 

Fundamental Snapshot: United Continental is a global airline leader that operates more than 4,800 flights a day to 

353 airports across five continents, with hubs at Newark Liberty International Airport ("Newark"), Chicago O'Hare 

International Airport ("Chicago O'Hare"), Denver International Airport ("Denver"), George Bush Intercontinental 

Airport ("Houston Bush"), Los Angeles International Airport ("LAX"), A.B. Won Pat International Airport ("Guam"), 

San Francisco International Airport ("SFO") and Washington Dulles International Airport ("Washington Dulles").   

 

The $22.93B airliner trades 7.1X Earnings, 15.1X FCF and 4.8X EV/EBITDA.  UAL expects topline growth of 5% and 6% 

the next two years with 21.7% EPS growth seen in FY19 and 9.7% in FY20.  UAL has been reporting solid metrics 

compared to peers and coming off a strong EPS beat in Q1.  United came right out of the gate in the first quarter of 

2019 with strong unit revenue growth, effective cost management and a second consecutive quarter of adjusted 

pretax margin expansion. MileagePlus won the best frequent flyer program award from FlyerTalk.  UAL continues to 

expand premium services and new destination services. 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: UAL’s 30 day IV at 31.85% is at the 40th percentile of the 21.6% to 47.25% 52-

week range.  Its December options are pricing in 16% movement and total put/call open interest ratio stands at 

1.258.  30 Day IV Skew at +3.6% compares to the +1.9% 52-week average.  UAL’s most notable open interest is the 

15,000 January $90/$80 bull risk reversals that accumulated in late May and also has 12,000 September $90 calls 

bought in OI against sales of 16,000 of the $80 puts.   

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $113 with a high of $140.  CSFB is at Outperform with a $111 

target as the preferred airline with its solid execution and sees company-specific revenue drivers with its premium 

push along with industry-leading unit cost outlook for margin expansion opportunities.  Also, a new credit card 

agreement with Chase is a significant opportunity.  On 6-6 Goldman Sachs upgraded shares to Buy with a $108 

target expecting a new Chase contract and downside risks now priced into shares.  On 5-20 Morgan Stanley 

upgraded to Overweight with a $110 target citing the loyalty program and cost advantages to peers.   

Technical View: UAL shares put in a strong reversal candle off trend support, price support and the rising 89 week 

EMA support in June 2019 and now pushed back to the upper end of its range.  Shares need to clear $89.50 for a 

measured move to the $100 level.   

 

Seasonality: UAL shares have performed poorly in Q2 historically with a -10.75% average five year return while Q3 

has been up 10.1% and Q4 up 18.9%.  July has been a very strong month as well as the October-November stretch. 

Ownership Trends: Short interest is 4.5% of the float and has come down sharply from February, down 28% Q/Q 

from a five-year high.  Hedge Fund ownership fell 2.2% in Q1 filings with Altimeter Capital disclosing large position 

and Lansdowne Partners with a 13.4% weighting.  UAL has seen a lot of insider buying since 2016 including Director 

Edward Shapiro purchasing more than $10M in stock in 2018.   

Catalysts: Earnings Mid July and November; Monthly Metrics 

Optimal Strategy: Long the UAL July/September $90 Call Calendar at $1.85 Debit 

 

 

 



Workday (WDAY):  ($213) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Workday is a provider of enterprise cloud applications for finance and human resources, 

mainly targeting human capital management.  WDAY is winning market share from legacy providers with a massive 

shift to new technology taking place in HCM.  WDAY currently has 2700 customers but sees a market with 40,000 

potential customers.  WDAY recently acquired Adaptive Insights expanding its TAM by $4B and adding another 

growth contributor. 

 

 

The $49.75B SaaS leader trades 96X Earnings and 13.5X EV/Sales.  WDAY grew revenues 31.7% in 2019 and sees 

26.5% growth in 2020 as well as EPS growing to above $5/share in FY23 from $1.36/share in FY19.  It has 100%+ net 

retention rates and over $5.5B in revenue backlog with a 25% CAGR. 



 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: WDAY’s 30 day IV at 30.65% is at the 11th percentile of the 27.2% to 59.25% 52-

week range.  Its December options are pricing in a 19.8% move through year-end and total put/call open interest 

ratio is at 1.091.  30 Day IV at +4.3% compares to the +3.1% 52-week average.  Its most notable position are the 

12,500 September $160 calls opened on March 4th that have adjusted a few times.  It has also seen 3000 January 

$165 puts sold to open, buyers in January 2021 $200 and $220 calls, and 1000 December $240 calls bought. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $212.50 on shares with a high of $262.  CSFB is Neutral recently 

raising its target to $215 noting a solid Q1 with FY20 more backend loaded, traction in the Financial segment 

boosting billings growth.  BAML has a $260 target calling it a clear ERP leader with a large TAM, strong renewals, 

upsell opportunities and sees plenty of opportunity for more revenues and margin expansion with an industry-

leading LTV/CAC ratio of 6-7X.  BMO raised its target to $230 on 5-29 expecting meaningful market share wins as the 

financial reporting market migrates to the cloud.  Needham raised its target to $250 also citing upside in the 

Financials segment.   

 

 

 

 



Technical View: WDAY shares have been riding its 13 week EMA higher throughout 2019 in a narrow rising channel.  

The recent bull flag breakout at $197.50 has a measured move target at $235.   

 

Seasonality: WDAY shares have seen the best performance in Q1 with January-February stretch averaging an 11.8% 

return the past five years while July-August a similarly strong period averaging 9.7%.  Shares have struggled in 

December lower each of the past five years.  The $203 and $195 levels are current key supports. 

Ownership Trends: Short interest is 6.6% of the float back near a five-year low.  Hedge Fund ownership fell 1.88% in 

Q1 filings with Hitchwood and Whale Rock adding to positions.  Alkeon Capital owns a large call option position.  

WDAY has seen Director Michael McNamara purchases stock in 2015 for a small amount and then 1000 shares at 

$197.52 in June 2019.   

Catalysts: Earnings Early September and December 

Optimal Strategy: Long the WDAY September $210/$230/$240 Unbalanced Butterfly Call Spread at $5 Debit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Yandex (YNDX):  ($38.75) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Yandex is a leading Internet & Tech company based in Russia with its Search business the 

core and has expanded into other verticals.  It has a 57.1% market share in Russia search and more than 20% of the 

market share in the Russian online ad market.  Its Taxi segment is partnered with Uber and saw number of rides 

grow 64% Y/Y in Q1.  It also has launched Zen, a proprietary algorithmic personalized newsfeed.  It launched its own 

Cloud platform in September of 2018.  Yandex is making a ton of investments and becoming a mini-Google of sorts.   

 

The $13B company trades 20.17X earnings, 6X sales, and 11.4X cash with estimates for 45% and 38.7% EPS growth 

through 2021. They see revenue growth up 27.3% and 23.7% driven by market share gains in search, classifieds, 

other bets like cloud and growth in Yandex Taxi. They’ve been expanding their food delivery ambition as well with 

grocery delivery starting recently in Moscow. The company has been making hires around mobile video as well and 

could see advertising become another revenue stream. On 6/7, the owner of Russia’s TCS Group suggested that the 

two companies merge as the NewCo – TCS’s bank assets with Yandex’s scale – could be worth $20B. 

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: YNDX’s 30 day IV at 32.95% is at the 2nd percentile of the 32.3% to 75.66% 52-

week range.  Its January 2020 options are pricing in 23% movement and total put/call open interest ratio is at 0.306.  

30 Day IV Skew at 0% compares to the +0.3% 52-week average.  Notable open interest for YNDX is focused on 

August expiration with size at multiple call strikes including $35, $38 and $40.  It also has 20,000 January $45/$50 

call spreads in open interest from a trade on 3/5. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of 45.85 with a high of $51.25.  Renaissance Capital upgrading to 

Buy on 6-11 with a $44 PT. HSBC positive on 5/29 noting that recent talk about taxi licensing issues is noise as the 

final law will look much different from what’s been discussed. The firm thinks the company’s stake in Taxi is worth 

$13 per share, well below what the current share price implies, estimated by the analyst at $4 per share, or a 69% 

discount.  Deutsche Bank raised its target to $48 in April. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Technical View: YNDX shares are breaking out of a weekly bull flag and larger cup and handle pattern that has a 

measured move target to $50.  Shares have shown impressive relative strength though a bit overbought touching 

the upper weekly Bollinger Band.  The rising 21 week MA and weekly cloud have been supportive on a weekly 

closing basis. 

 

Seasonality: YNDX shares have seen strong performance in April and October while July-September and November-

January have tended to be rough stretches on its five year average returns. 

Ownership Trends: Short interest is 0.7% of the float, down 6% Q/Q and near the low-end of its three year range.  

Hedge Fund ownership rose 16% in Q1 filings with Sachem Head taking a large new position as did Jericho Capital.  

Lakewood and Discovery Capital added to concentrated positions.  YNDX has not seen any insider purchases. 

Catalysts: Earnings Late July/October 

Optimal Strategy: Long the YNDX August $38/$43 Call Spread at $1.80 Debit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Zillow (Z):  ($46.35) 

Fundamental Snapshot:  Zillow is a leading online platform for buying and selling homes while also providing access 

to data with a comprehensive suite of marketing software and tech solutions.  It has recently pushed into the home 

flipping business with Zillow Offers.  Zillow also has launched Zillow Home Loans as it looks to create an integrated 

payments platform for the Zillow Offers business.  The Zillow Group portfolio of consumer brands includes Zillow, 

Trulia, Mortgage Lenders of America, StreetEasy, HotPads, Naked Apartments, RealEstate.com and Out East.  In the 

United States, there are 212.8M people residing in owner-occupied housing, according to data published by the U.S. 

Census Bureau in November 2018. Approximately 34% of movers in 2018, or 10.9million people, were homeowners, 

according to the U.S. Census Bureau migration data published in November 2018.  Premier Agent and Premier 

Broker programs offer a suite of marketing and business technology products and services to help real estate agents 

and brokers achieve their advertising goals, while growing and managing their businesses and brands. 

 

The $9.5B Company trades 3.7X EV/Sales and forecasts calling for 75% revenue growth this year and 55% growth 

next year with profitability a few years out.  Zillow Offers is a massive opportunity for the company though one that 

clearly carries plenty of risk as well.   

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: Z’s 30 day IV at 42.35% is at the 23rd percentile of the 31.3% to 79.3% 52-week 

range.  Its January 2020 options are pricing in 29% movement and total put/call open interest ratio stands at 0.312.  

30 Day IV Skew at +0.3% compares to the +0.7% 52-week average.  Notable open interest in Z includes a lot of 

longer dated OTM call options with 10,000 January 2021 $65 calls, 25,000 of the $70 calls, and 16,000 of the January 

2020 $75 calls.  It also has some notable sized call positions in August and November expirations. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $41 on Z with a high of $52.  On 5-10 Benchmark raised its target 

to $52 after Zillow beat on every metric in Q1 with strong results in Homes revenues and adjusted EBITDA.  It is 

seeing the path towards seller lead monetization and increased adoption of flex pricing play out with CEO Rich 

Barton once again righting the ship.  Guggenheim recently raised its target to $50 saying checks show traction with 

its Offers home selling business in new markets.  It sees this new business generating greater than $1B in revenues 

its first full year and is showing it can be profitable on a unit basis and the addition of Loans and seller leads could 

significantly increase profit potential.  Cowen upgraded to Outperform on 4/8 seeing new management leading the 

company through a massive challenge to a new business model while Premier Agent product is also improving.   

 

 

 

 

 



Technical View: Z shares bottomed in Q4 2018 at a 76.4% retracement level and have shown some strength in 2019.  

Shares are nearing the upper end of a rising weekly channel pattern forming while overall looking to clear out of this 

rounded $27/$47 base range for a targeted move above $65.  Shares should have strong support in the $39/$42 

zone on weakness. 

 

Seasonality: Z shares have performed best in the May-June period with a 36% return the last three years while 

averaging negative returns in Q3 and Q4. 

Ownership Trends: Short interest is high at 23% of the float rising 21% Q/Q to near a new three-year high.  Hedge 

Fund ownership was down less than 1% in Q1 filings with Contour Asset Mgmt. adding to its position and Valiant 

Capital disclosing a call option position.   

Catalysts: Earnings Early August/November; Housing Market Data 

Optimal Strategy: Long the Z August $45/$50 Call Spread at $1.75 Debit 

 

 

 

 

 



Sea Ltd. (SE):  ($34) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Sea Limited is an Internet company operating in three segments: Digital Entertainment, 

Ecommerce, and Digital Financial Services. In Q1, Shopee was the #1 app by downloads in the shopping category 

across Southeast Asia and Taiwan according to App Annie.  Its region had 592.3 million people and GDP of US$3.2 

trillion in 2017, according to the IMF Outlook. It is also one of the world’s fastest growing regions in terms of per 

capita GDP and, moreover, at the early stages of internet penetration. AirPay platform provides digital financial 

services and is a leading digital payments provider in its region. 

 

The $13B Company trades 4.9X EV/Sales with 99.7% revenue growth in 2018 and over 200% growth seen in 2019 

before settling back to 30% growth in 2020.  Garena, in digital entertainment, is seeing strong user growth, deeper 

paying user penetration, and strong ARPU.  SE is in the early innings of a massive opportunity across all three of its 

major platforms.   

 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: SE’s 30 day IV at 47.6% is the 16th percentile of the 42% to 76.8% 52-week 

range.  Its January 2020 options are pricing in 31.2% movement and total put/call open interest ratio is at 0.671.  30 

Day IV Skew at 0% compares to the +0.1% 52-week average.  Notable open interest in SE includes 7800 July $34 calls 

bought, and over 9000 August $32 calls bought.   



 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $35.80 with a high of $44.  Stifel raised its target to $44 on 5/22 

after a strong quarter topping expectations and sees gaming estimates rising into next quarter.  JPM started shares 

Overweight with a $36 target on 6/13 noting the company is unlocking new regions to increase its addressable 

gaming market.  Piper raised its target to $35 in May citing very strong Shopee revenue and strength from Digital 

Entertainment, a combination of GDP and connectivity growth, along with a secular rising tide in its core verticals 

with potential for material long-term profitability.   

Technical View: SE shares are off to an incredible start in 2019 rising more than 200% with multiple flag breakouts, 

currently riding the 8 week EMA higher while the 13 week was supportive in May.  The most recent breakout was at 

$31.75, a level that may need to be retested. 

 

Seasonality: SE is a fairly new issue so it is too early for any seasonal insights. 

Ownership Trends: Short interest is 9.9% of the float rising to new highs and up 70% Q/Q.  Hedge Fund ownership 

soared 200% in Q1 filings with size buys from Hillhouse Capital, Farallon Capital, Jericho Capital, Tencent Holdings, 

Lone Pine Capital and others.   

Catalysts: Earnings in August/November 

Optimal Strategy: Long the SE August $32 Calls $2.50 (Wait for a Pullback) 



Citrix Systems (CTXS):  ($99.50) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Citrix Systems is a provider of Enterprise solutions such as Workspace and other delivery 

network products.  Its products are seen securing the workspace and network.  It is in a transition period to the 

cloud and also expanding into new areas.   

 

The $13B Company trades 15.1X Earnings, 4.3X EV/Sales and 15.75X FCF with a 1.41% dividend yield.  CTXS forecasts 

call for modest but accelerating topline growth through 2020 of 3.5-5% while EPS seen accelerating as well back 

near 10% growth.  The NY Post in April claimed CTXS hired Goldman Sachs to explore a deal though it was denied by 

The Deal.  CTXS is fairly penetrated in Enterprise but sees opportunities in Mid-Market and Small Business.  

Subscription bookings have been accelerated and currently account for 30% of product mix while operating margins 

are benefitting jumping 433 basis points last quarter.  It sees this moving to 70% subscription by FY22 with an 

improved growth profile of 6% revenue growth and continue its best-in-class capital return.   

 

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: CTXS’ 30 day IV at 26% is at the 47th percentile of its 17.8% to 35.2% 52-week 

range.  Its December options are pricing in a 12.2% move through year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

at 1.29.  30 Day IV Skew at -0.2% is inverted and compares to a +0.8% 52-week average.  In near-term positioning 

the July $100 calls have been bought 3,350X and the $95 puts sold to open 2,450X.  It has also seeing August $100 

calls bought 3,000X while September contains much of the bullish open interest with large short puts at the $95 

strike and buyers of the $100 calls. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $112 on shares with a high of $135.  Deutsche Bank out on 6-6 

upgrading shares to Buy with a $120 target, citing improving growth profile with its transition and an improving 

outlook.  It notes the core Workspace segment (72% of Revenues) is seeing improved growth.  Jefferies was out 

negative on 4/25 calling shares significantly overvalued amid modest growth.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



Technical View: CTXS shares have pulled back in 2019 and the monthly chart below shows the falling wedge pattern 

with monthly RSI finding support at the 50 level and MACD looking ready to turn higher.  Shares have plenty of 

resistance overhead and need to clear $107.50 for a breakout move.  The recent low near $94 was also a retest of its 

2018 weekly bull flag breakout.   

 

Seasonality: CTXS shares have performed strong in the February-April period with a five year average return of over 

12% while July has been its single best month averaging +6.3%.   

Ownership Trends: Short interest is high at 10% of the float rising 15% Q/Q and near a new five-year high.  CTXS has 

not seen any insider purchases.  Hedge Fund ownership jumped 15% in Q1 filings with Farallon Capital adding to its 

position and Elliott Management remains the largest holder as its 11th biggest position while Merian Global also 

been accumulation a $200M stake.   

Catalysts: Earnings July/October; M&A; Analyst Meeting 9/9/2019 

Optimal Strategy: Long the CTXS September $100/$115 Call Spread for $3.50 and Sell the September $90 Puts for 

$1.25, Net $1.25 Debit 

 

 

 

 

 



Kimberly Clark (KMB):  ($137.50) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Kimberly Clark is a leading maker of personal care products such as diapers, tissues and 

other products like wipes, towels, soaps, and sanitizers.  Some of its leading brands include Huggies, Kotex, Kleenex, 

Cottonelle and Scott.  It sees the largest growth opportunity in markets such as Latin America, China and Eastern 

Europe while India/Africa are early-stage.  It also is driving an initiative to improve digital market and ecommerce, a 

channel that is currently 10% of revenues.   

 

The $47.6B Company trades 19.65X Earnings, 13.2X EV/EBITDA, and 2.6X Sales with a 2.99% dividend yield.  KMB 

forecasts see negative revenues Y/Y in 2019 and 1-2% growth the next few years with EPS returning to 4-6% growth 

in 2020.  Its ongoing cost reduction program, FORCE, has delivered $3.8B in the last fourteen years.  It announced a 

global restructuring program in 2018 and will exit/divest lower margin businesses.  KMB delivered a 24% ROIC in 

2017 and 25% in 2018.  KMB is in the early innings of the Developing & Emerging Markets move, a long-term growth 

driver for the company. 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: KMB’s 30 day IV at 20.9% is at the 32nd percentile of its 15.3% to 32.75% 52-

week range.  Its January 2020 options see 12% price movement and total put/call open interest ratio is at 0.513.  30 

Day IV Skew at +0.7% compares to the 52-week average of +0.4%.  KMB has some elevated open interest in July 

$125, $130, and $135 calls while the most significant position is the 10,000 November $140 calls that were rolled to 

on 6/19 and have been rolled multiple times.   

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target near $125 with a high of $150.  BAML has a $135 target on shares 

and notes KMB has been gaining momentum as price contributions build with commodity pressures waning but 

remains cautious on elevated competition in key markets.  Morgan Stanley out positive on 6/18 with a $145 target 

citing the substantial decline in pulp prices boosting its EPS upside though still sees market share struggles and lower 

growth.  Argus upgraded to Buy with a $150 target on 4/23.   

Technical View: KMB shares pulled back from 2016/2017 highs to find bottom near $99.50 in mid-2018 and October 

2018, and running strong in 2019 in a powerful trend riding the 8 week EMA higher.  The monthly chart perspective 

shown below shows the large range breakout nearing. 

 

Seasonality: KMB shares have a fairly balanced performance over the last five years with July-September a weaker 

period while November has seen a 4.82% average return, strongest month by a wide margin.   

Ownership Trends: Short interest is low at 1.9% of the float and steady over the past quarter.  KMB’s Director 

Robert Decherd has been the only insider buying shares the last three years with one purchase per year with a low 

of $100.05 and high of $1.22.21 for around $600,000.  Hedge Fund ownership fell 7.3% in Q1 filings Diamond Hill 

adding to a large position but otherwise lacking notable investors. 

Catalysts: Earnings July/October 

Optimal Strategy: Long the KMB July/November $140 Call Calendar at $3.75 Debit 

 

 



Adobe Systems (ADBE):  ($300) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Adobe is a leading software company operating through Digital Media, Digital Experience 

and Publishing segments and been a major beneficiary of the digital transformation theme.  Adobe is a first mover 

and offers the most complete customer experience while also developing key partnerships to secure is competitive 

advantage.   

 

The $141.5B Company trades 29.55X Earnings, 37.7X FCF and 12.6X EV/Sales.  Its revenue growth has been 22-25% 

per year the last three with 23.9% growth seen in FY19 and 18% in Fy20 while EPS seen rising to $9.75/share in FY20 

from $5.50/share in FY18.  Adobe has also made key acquisitions of Magento and Marketo that has expanded its 

presence and set to be key growth drivers.  Adobe is at the heart of a number of strong Tech trends and the digital 

transformation theme with an estimated $108B addressable market. It has seen strong growth metrics in its 

Document Cloud business that has a $7.5B 2021 TAM. Its Creative Cloud gas a $29.2B estimated 2021 TAM.  It also 

estimates the Experience Cloud at $71.2B which is comprised of Marketing, Analytics, Advertising and Commerce 

verticals. Subscription growth should continue to trend higher boosted by International growth and ARPU is seeing a 

rise from strong pricing. 

 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: ADBE’s 30 day IV at 26.1% is at the 20th percentile of the 19.9% to 51.6% 52-

week range.  Its January 2020 options are pricing in a 17.5% move and total put/call open interest ratio sits at 1.159.  

30 Day IV Skew at +3.9% compares to the +3.6% 52-week average.  Notable open interest includes 2500 July $280 

calls bought, 1500 September $275 calls bought, 1000 September $300 calls bought, and 2350 October $300 calls 

bought. 



 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $313 on shares with a high of $390.  BAML has a $323 target it 

continues to raise and sees FY24 at $21B in Revenues and $27 FCF/share.  Argus has a $320 target noting Adobe is 

positioned at the center of an exploding market for digital video.  It sees Adobe continuing to accelerate organic 

product refreshes and new rollouts to drive further growth.   

Technical View: On the chart ADBE shares broke out of a weekly bull flag in mid-June clearing $280.50 resistance 

and the range break measures to a target of $350.  Shares stalled at the initial Fibonacci extension target of $305 

while $322.50 is a next potential target as the 1.618 level.  The rising 13 week EMA has been historically supportive 

on a closing basis during uptrends. 

 

Seasonality: ADBE shares have performed progressively worse by quarter over the last five years with average 

returns for Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 at 12.2%/8.66%/5.32%/3.1% respectively.  October has historically been a very 

strong month for shares and December one of its worst months mostly due to the last two years.   

Ownership Trends: Short interest is low at 1.1% of the float and down 15% Q/Q in the middle of its five year 

historical range.  Director David Ricks made two small insider purchases in September and December 2018 

amounting to just $35,000.  Hedge Fund ownership rose 4.35% in Q1 filings, Coatue Mgmt. added 1.35M shares 

bringing its position to a 6.15% weighting as its 7th largest and Point-State Capital now a 7.3% weighting as its 2nd 

largest position.  Edgewood, Lone Pine, Polen Capital, and Viking Global are other notable top holders. 

Catalysts: Earnings September/November 

Optimal Strategy: Long the ADBE August $310 / September $300 Call Diagonal $5.85 Debit 



Advanced Micro Devices (AMD):  ($29.25) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Advanced Micro Devices is a global Semiconductor company with a focus on computing and 

gaming.   

 

The $32.2B chipmaker’s shares trade 28.5X Earnings, 5.3X Sales and forecasts calling for 6% revenue growth in 2019 

followed by 21.6% growth in 2020 with 2H19 growth starting to ramp with new product rollouts.  AMD will be 

launching its 2nd generation datacenter GPU in Q3.  It has posted 8 consecutive quarters of y/y margin expansion.  In 

early May AMD announced its CPUs and GPUs will be at the core of “Frontier”, a supercomputer collaboration with 

Cray (CRAY), and its first major HPM win since 2012, a $50B TAM.  AMD also announced a Gfx IP licensing agreement 

with Samsung in June that further expands its TAM.   

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: AMD’s 30 day IV at 59.9% is the 35th percentile of the 40.2% to 96.1% 52-week 

range.  Its January 2020 options are pricing in 31.2% movement and total put/call open interest ratio is at 0.907.  30 

Day IV Skew at +1.7% compares to the +1.5% 52-week average.  AMD trades a ton of options daily and has plenty of 

notable open interest, one clear bullish indicator has been size opening put sales in August, October and November 

showing confidence in shares.  It has also seen a ton of upside calls bought. 

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $30 on shares with a high of $43.  Cowen has a $36 target 

commenting after E3 that new products are positioning AMD strongly in gaming markets including PC, Consoles, 

Cloud and Mobile.  BAML raised its target to $40 after E3 seeing it uniquely positioned.  OpCo was recently out 

positive on Epyc2 positioning AMD for accelerated share gains in the server market.  Stifel was out in late May 

noting AMD is taking the lead in Desktop CPU from Intel for the first time.  Jefferies was out in early May calling 

AMD a top pick as new high-end products are seeing material share gains.   

Technical View: AMD shares made a parabolic move to near $34 in 2018 before stalling in September, rising from 

$9.50 before selling off back to $16.  Shares have regained strength in 2019 and broke out of a bull pennant in late 

May.  The rising 8 and 13 week EMAs been notable support.  A rising channel pattern is developing marking the 

most recent top and shares back near support at $28.55. 

 

Seasonality: AMD shares have historically performed best in February and November with 10%+ five year average 

returns while May-August has averaged 32% gains.  Shares have been weak in October lower five of the last seven 

years.   

Ownership Trends: Short interest is elevated at 12% of the float but also down 40% from its peak and hitting a new 

two year low.  AMD has not seen any insider buying.  Hedge Fund ownership jumped 28% in Q1 filings with Jericho 

and Hitchwood taking new position while Mapelane Capital disclosed a call option position.   

Catalysts: Earnings July/October; SEMICON West 7-9-19; September Ryzen Chip Launch 

Optimal Strategy: Long the AMD August $31 Calls at $2.25 

 

 



Advanced Auto (AAP): ($154.14) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Advanced Auto is a retail leader in automotive replacement parts, accessories, and 

maintenance items serving both professional installers and DIY. In 2016 the company announced a five-year 

turnaround plan aimed at cutting costs and boosting margins. This has led to a multi-year cycle of investment in the 

supply chain, IT, and marketing efforts to regain market share. They’re more focused on inventory management as 

well as customer experience and in February 2019 CEO Tom Greco said that the efforts were starting to bear fruit 

with better traffic numbers and SSS. Part of that effort is expanding their omnichannel presence by revamping  

website experience, page-load speed, search and more. They’re also using AI and machine learning to boost 

attachment selling. In October 2018, the company announced a partnership with Walmart to launch an automotive 

specialty store on Walmart’s website. The new initiative rolled out in early 2019. The company expects growth in DIY 

through this channel. AAP has industry tailwinds from an aging auto fleet with more vehicles hitting the aftermarket 

“sweet spot” of 6-11 years old on the road. On 6-27, IHS was out with their annual report on used vehicle trends 

noting that the age of vehicles on the road is at its highest point – 11.8 years. Average miles driven per year and 

number of vehicles in operation are also beneficial trends.  AAP believes the professional aftercare market is an 

$85B industry while DIY is a $50B industry and a lot of room to gain share in both. The $11.06B company trades 

16.3X earnings, 1.15X sales, and 17.7X FCF with a small yield. AAP sees 15.7% and 13.5% EPS growth over the next 

two years with sales growth of 2.5% annually.  

 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: AAP’s 30 day IV at 28% is at the 39th percentile of its 52-week range of 21.6% 

to 61.7%.  Its December options are implying a 17.2% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.899.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 9.6% compares to the 5% 52-week average, slightly bearish.  AAP does not attract a lot 

of big order flow but did have a sizable buyer of 4,000 September $150 calls on 6-11 for more than $5M.  

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $193.50 on AAP shares. CSFB with an Outperform and $195 PT 

seeing plenty of top-line drivers including ramping benefits from cross banner visibility, marketing changes, 

potential upside from WMT partnership and other omni-channel initiatives. RBC with a $178 PT on 5-14 noting that 

the company continues to execute well in a tough environment and management has a lot of levers to significantly 

enhance performance, including better comp growth and 500+ bps of EBIT margin expansion. On 3-20, Evercore 

started coverage at Outperform with a $185 PT citing more momentum in their turnaround efforts and a better 

industry backdrop. 

Technical View: AAP shares traded strong throughout 2018 before pulling back off a double-top around $180 earlier 

this year. Shares are back at key support of $150 with MACD on the weekly back around the zero level and looking 

to cross-over bullish while RSI is around 50 and ready to run. There’s room back to the top-end of value at $170 in 

the intermediate-term while a long-term continuation of the trend targets $210.  

 

Seasonality: AAP has performed very well historically in the Summer with July its strongest month, up 3.7%, and 

then November outperforming as well up over 9%. The weakest months are April and December with the latter 

down 5%.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in AAP is 4.8% of the float, rising modestly since the beginning of the year but 

overall down from nearly 11.5% in mid-2017. Hedge Fund ownership fell 5% in Q1 filings, Starboard Value and 

Melvin Capital notable concentrated holders. The last notable insider buy was from a Director in August 2018 at 

$159.70 valued at $199,625. 

Catalysts: Earnings mid-August; Wells Fargo Consumer Conference 9-25 

Optimal Strategy: Long the AAP September $150 Calls at $12 Debit 

 

 



CF Industries (CF): ($46.71) 

Fundamental Snapshot: CF Industries is a $10.35B maker of agricultural chemicals including fertilizes and nitrogen 

products globally.  Their primary focus is ammonia, granular urea, UA nitrate solutions, and ammonium nitrate. They 

are the leader in capacity utilization versus peers with a rolling 4-year average of 96% vs 86%. This gives them a 

significant operational advantage at more than 800k tons of ammonia annually. CF has been plagued by the colder, 

wetter start to the year in North America but VP of Sales Bert Frost optimistic on the May on late quarter shipments 

and demand as April become more favorable. He said, “CF ammonia shipments are now ahead of last year's pace. 

We continue to expect nitrogen demand in North America to be strong during the first half of the year, driven by an 

increase in planted corn acres in the United States. And though, we have had a late spring it is not too late for 

farmers to catch up on applications and plantings giving the technology they use. If farmers switch to other end 

products, we have all three ready in position.”  

 

The $10.35B company trades 17.5X earnings, 2.3X sales, and 15X cash with a 2.57% yield. CF sees EPS growth of 

39.7% and 23.3% through 2021 while revenue growth is expected around 5.2% next year. CF has the highest FCF in 

the industry which has given them a lot of flexibility to pay down debt and explore further shareholder returns.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: CF’s 30 day IV at 31.3% is at the 30th percentile of its 52-week range of 24.5% 

to 54.6%.  Its January options are implying a 20.9% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.89.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 1.6% compares to the 4.7% 52-week average.  The most notable position in open interest 

is the accumulation of more than 6,600 November $47.50 calls, the majority bought on 6-18 for $2.8M.  

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $49 on CF shares. Citi putting on negative catalyst watch on 5/31 

citing a slower-than-expected planting season. They keep a Buy rating and $48 PT. BAML cut to Underperform in 

April with a $38 PT. Byrne notes that the European Commission's recently announced anti-dumping duties on UAN 

imports from the U.S., Russia, and Trinidad and Tobago could meaningfully cause shipments to reroute from Europe. 



Technical View: CF shares were in a strong uptrend from 2016 through the end of 2018 before pulling back to the 

50% Fibonacci retracement level around $38.80. Shares have based in a multi-month range under $45.75 and 

starting to work back higher with target of $52.75. There was a slight positive divergence in RSI on the re-test of the 

lows in March. 

 

Seasonality: CF has performed very well historically in April and June, the later up 3.4%, while July and December 

also strong. The weakest month has been March with shares down each of the last five years by an average of 7.9%.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in CF is 1.7% of the float, dropping sharply since hitting a peak in 2017 near 

16%.  Hedge Fund ownership fell 5.3% in Q1 filings, Eminence Capital and Glendon Capital notable concentrated 

holders. CF has seen no notable insider buying lately. 

Catalysts: WASDE Report 7/11 and 8/12, Earnings Late-July 

Optimal Strategy: Long the CF November $47.50 Calls at $3.75 Debit  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Canopy Growth (CGC): ($40.31) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Canopy Growth is a $9.36B leader in the emerging cannabis industry with reach into dried 

plants, oils, concentrates, and hemps. They have commercial scale operations with a 4.3M square foot expansion 

underway. CGC is a leader in the Canadian market with 30% share of SKUs nationwide and partnerships in healthcare 

as well with medical research programs. Cannabis has been an explosive space over the last twelve months with 

legislative victories expanding the size of the overall market. CGC sees over $500B in TAM they can disrupt with the 

most notable being healthcare. They see opportunity to use cannabis as a more effective sleep aid, pain reliever, 

and throughout animal health. The beverage market is another massive space of investment with alcohol alone a 

$1T market. CGC struck a deal with Constellation Brands (STZ) in 2017 to invest $4B in the company for a 38% 

ownership stake. CGC sees cannabis-infused beverages as perhaps the biggest crossover retail product for first-time 

users.  

 

Shares trade 97X EV/sales and near profitability with expectations for $0.21/share in FY21 and $0.74 in FY22. They 

expect sales growth of 82.3% and 61.9%, accelerating in recent quarters, and set to cross $1.6B annually by FY22. 

Margins are starting to inflect positively.  In April, the company announced an unusual deal which gives them the 

right to acquire Acreage Holdings for $3.4B once the US legalizes production and sale of cannabis, a significant move 

into the market.   

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: CGC’s 30 day IV at 45.9% is at the 1st percentile of its 52-week range of 42.9% 

to 106.6%.  Its January options are implying a 29.9% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.598.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 7.3% compares to the 2.6% 52-week average, slightly bearish.  CGC sees a lot of activity 

daily with average volume of 34,159 but notable concentrated positions include the July $50 and $55 calls with over 

10,000 each and the October $52.50 calls with 10,000 in OI from a buyer on 4-29. The January 2021 $50 calls also 

with over 6,750 in OI from buyers, more than $7M in premium bought.    

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $55 on CGC shares. Stifel started coverage on 6-5 noting that CGC 

is the furthest along in developing its large scale national infrastructure for the Canadian market. Piper positive on 6-

21 noting that sales growth appears to be on track, and poised to accelerate in the 2H as industry-wide supply 

shortages subside and hemp-derived CBD products are commercialized in the U.S. The firm out on 5-21 raising their 

expectations for the CBD market, now seen at $3B to $6B in 2020 and $8B to $15B by 2024. Alliance Global starting 

at Buy on 5-13. The firm thinks the acquisition of Acreage is a game-changer and gives CGC access to the world's 

largest cannabis market in the U.S. Desjardins started at Buy on 4-25 and thinks CGC will outperform as logistical 

issues and distribution problems in the early launch in Canada begin to subside. BAML starting at Buy in April. “We 

see Canopy as one of the few truly global cannabis plays, with scale in the home Canadian market (can be leveraged 

for international exports), the strongest balance sheet in the sector (at C$4bil in cash on hand, roughly 40% more 

than our coverage group combined), and a strong partner in Constellation Brands (STZ) which helps with a broad 

range of capabilities, from distribution to consumer insights.” 

Technical View: CGC shares are forming a bull wedge back at weekly cloud support after a strong multi-year run up 

to recent highs around $52. A breakout above $44 key to a short-term trend shift and measured move out of the 

range targets $65.25. Longer-term, the year-long range targets $80.  

 

Seasonality: CGC has performed very well historically in the Fall with September through November all 

outperforming for the year. The weakest stretch is from March to May with the latter down over 5.5%.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in CGC is 14.35% of the float. Hedge Fund ownership rose 14.85% in Q1 filings, JW 

Asset Management, AQR, and Alkeon Capital all notable concentrated holders. CGC has seen no notable insider 

buying lately. 

Catalysts: Further Partnerships; Legalization Efforts in US; International Expansion 

Optimal Strategy: Long the CGC October $45 Calls at $2.35 Debit 

 



Cree (CREE): ($56.18) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Cree is a $5.99B market-leader in semiconductor products for power and RF applications as 

well as lighting-class LEDs. The former, known as Wolfspeed, creates Silicon Carbide (SiC) and Gallium Nitride (GaN) 

power solutions which help make semiconductor applications smaller, faster, and more efficient. They have key end-

market usage in Electric Vehicles, Solar, Telecom, Industrial, and Aerospace. The company sees even modest EV 

adoption driving significant opportunity for their products with a $15B TAM by 2032. SiC and GaN have gained an 

advantage over legacy products using Silicon given its 5X lighter, 3X smaller, and has increased capacity and 

coverage. CREE has been investing in their operations recently expanding their scale to meet the higher demand and 

accelerate growth. Their $450M materials expansion and buildout of a second growth factory is expected to 

translate into a 30X increase in capacity through FY24. Wolfspeed is a high-margin business with strong multi-

decade visibility. 

 

In March, the company announced plans to sell their Lighting business to IDEAL for $310M. The deal will make the 

New Cree a more focused company and shed a laggard business which has been an overhang in recent years. Shares 

trade at 62.8X earnings, 4.8X sales, and 7.6X cash with EPS growth of 24.5% and 72% over the next two years. Sales 

growth is expected to be 22.2% in FY21.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: CREE’s 30 day IV at 37.5% is at the 39th percentile of its 52-week range of 

28.4% to 59.1%.  Its December options are implying a 22.4% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio 

is 0.33.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 6.2% compares to the 3.3% 52-week average, slightly bearish.  CREE has seen a lot of 

bullish positioning since early May with notable accumulation in the September calls with more than 2,000 each in 

the $50, $55, and $60 strikes while the $70 calls have over 1,900 from buyers. The December and January calls also 

active.  

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $64 on CREE shares. JMP raised their PT to $81 on 6-17 seeing 

their semiconductor business growing 30% to 40% annually for the next several years. Roth positive on 6-12 with a 

$67 PT. The firm thinks the guidance cut due to Huawei removes a big overhang and that nobody owns CREE shares 

because of its exposure to the company. Both the silicon-carbide "mega growth theme" and the number of electric 

vehicles slated for introduction by 2023 remain unchanged. Canaccord positive on 6-12 with a $78 PT.  

Technical View: CREE shares have been in a strong trend since late 2017 and trading back up near the 2013 highs 

recently of $70. Shares are attempting to break a multi-year downtrend from the 2009/2013 highs above $65. In the 

near-term, CREE has pulled back to the 50% Fibonacci of the rally from the December lows and forming a nice multi-

week base. A move above $59.50 can target $67.50.  

 

Seasonality: CREE has performed very well historically early in the year with January and February strong, the latter 

up 8%. The weakest month is April while August/September also a slow stretch for shares.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in CREE is 9.8% of the float, down from around 14% in late 2018.  Hedge Fund 

ownership rose 18.35% in Q1 filings, Polar Capital and Moore Capital notable concentrated holders. In May, a 

director bought $249,000 in stock in two different transactions at $60 and $64.45.  

Catalysts: Earnings late-August; Trade Agreement w/ China 

Optimal Strategy: Long the CREE September $60/$70 Call Spreads at $2.35 Debit 

 

 



Carvana (CVNA): ($62.59) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Carvana is a $9.12B platform for buying and selling used cars, part of a new wave of e-

commerce solutions into the auto sales industry. CVNA sees massive opportunity to simplify the process of buying a 

used car and gain share in the highly fragmented $1.2T auto market, an area they see as ripe for disruption given 

high levels of dissatisfaction with the current process. CVNA is looking to translate the more than 97% of used car 

buys in the US which start online into complete sales with a better UI, better pricing, and a wider selection of cars 

available than traditional dealerships. The company has deep offerings from intuitive search for vehicles, 

competitive trade-ins, financing, and more. They’ve been investing heavily on expanding their footprint in recent 

years, up to 109 locations in Q1 vs just 21 in 2016, while seeing 99% Y/Y growth in retail units sold.  

 

Their ‘car vending machines’ have also risen to 16 across the country, more than doubling in 18 months. Revenue 

growth has been exponential while gross margin expansion has been driven by a higher mix of wholesale vehicles 

sold, lower costs of funds on financing, new services, and better sourcing. According to Edmunds, the space has 

near-term tailwinds from rising new car prices and interest rates which should swing the pendulum back towards 

used cars in 2019 while tariffs are also causing a traffic uptick for the company. CVNA faces a lot of competition in 

the space but has early-mover advantage and brand recognition over peers. Shares trade 3.88X sales and 38.5X cash 

with a path to profitability by 2022. The company expects 53.8% and 32.9% revenue growth over the next two 

years.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: CVNA’s 30 day IV at 60.9% is at the 19th percentile of its 52-week range of 

50.2% to 108.3%.  Its January options are implying a 36.3% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.779.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 3.3% compares to the 6.5% 52-week average, slightly bullish.  CVNA has a number of 

sizable ATM call open interest across August, November, and January as well as significant buys in the January 2021 

calls from late 2018 with over 12,500 of the $50 calls and 3,000 of the $60 calls in open interest.   

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $70.50 on CVNA shares. On 6-25 B Riley with a positive note on 

traffic checks. They think CVNA unit sales are tracking above forecasts driven by a strong tax season and previous 

investments. The firm also notes that recent offerings and senior note sales should close the funding gap and more 

than necessary to get CVNA to FCF generation and removes a major overhang. BAML has an $82 target on shares 

citing its explosive growth and execution towards its objectives. Cowen started shares Outperform with an $81 

target on 5-20 citing an auto-buyer survey suggesting continued market share gains and high customer satisfaction 

rates. RW Baird raised its target to $85 citing a massive growth opportunity and evidence of the long-term scalability 

of its model. 

Technical View: CVNA made a big run in 2018 and shares are back near those all-time highs now flagging on the 

weekly with a measured move higher targeting $88. Shares have pulled back to a key volume node around $57.50 

on the daily.  

 

Seasonality: CVNA has a limited history but performed very well in February and March, both up by double-digits. 

The weakest months have been September and October with the latter down 18.9%.   

Ownership Trends: Short interest in CVNA is 33.4% of the float but down from 57.2% in March. Hedge Fund 

ownership rose 27.2% in Q1 filings, Melvin Capital, Nantahala Capital, Clough Capital, CAS Investment, 683 Capital, 

and Goodnow Capital notable concentrated holders. The last notable insider buying in the name was in 2018 near 

$44.50.  

Catalysts: Market Expansion; Used Car Pricing; Earnings early-August 

Optimal Strategy: Long the CVNA November $70/$90 Call Spread at $5.45 Debit 

 



Dell Tech (DELL): ($50.80) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Dell is a $36.79B maker of IT products including next-generation storage solutions, 

networking products, and personal computers. The company’s primary driver of revenue is their Client Solutions 

Group (CSG) at 48% of the mix which includes desktop PCs, notebooks, tablets and peripherals like monitors and 

projectors. Their EMC Infrastructure business is around 41% of revenues. Dell is the result of a number M&A deals 

over last four years from their deal with EMC and reverse merger with its VMWare (VMW) subsidiary in late 2018 in 

which they still maintain a significant stake. They also have stakes in public subsidiaries like Secure-Works (SCWX) 

and Pivotal (PVTL) and seen as an undervalued sum-of-the-parts story.  

 

DELL sees long-term growth tailwinds from several secular trends including 5G, AI/Machine Learning, Big Data and 

Industrial IoT. Their product reach between VMW, Pivotal and DellEMC is targeting cloud architecture and data 

centers as it pivots into more growth-driven areas while the PC market consolidates and stabilizes.  

 

DELL sees a number of opportunities to cross-sell with their networking, security, and cloud platforms. They’re a 

leader in some of the biggest markets in tech such as servers ($76B), storage ($26B), and virtualization ($31B). 

Activist Elliott Management has a sizable passive stake in the company and sees $70/share value. They believe DELL 

should distribute all or part of their 80% stake in VMW to improve stock performance. They will be able to spin the 

stake in VWM on a tax-free basis in September 2021 but potential for it to occur earlier. Shares trade 6.96X 

earnings, 0.40X sales, and 5.66X FCF. They see EPS growth of 12.8% and 13.1% through FY22 with revenue growth of 

4.0% and 2.7%.  



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: DELL’s 30 day IV at 40.1% is at the 95th percentile of its 52-week range of 

26.4% to 42.5%.  Its January options are implying 24.6% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.428.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 2% compares to the 4.6% 52-week average, slightly bullish.  DELL has seen significant 

buying in the October options with the $57.50/$62.50 call spread opening 20,000X while the $50 puts have been 

sold over 7,000X. The October $60 calls also with over 10,000X in OI from buyers.  

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $72 on DELL shares. Deutsche Bank started coverage at Buy on 6-

20 with a $62 PT. The firm thinks IT infrastructure spend is likely to slow through 2019, but this fear is priced in and 

DELL is likely to earning $11/share by 2022. Evercore starting at Outperform on 6-6 with a $75 PT. The firm thinks 

DELL has $10+/share EPS power long-term citing a mix of share gains in each of Dell's core markets, self-help levers, 

commodity tailwinds, and operational improvements. The firm also cites DELL’s 80% ownership stake in VMWare. 

BAML positive on 6-6 noting opportunity to increase margins over the next several years on higher mix of storage. 

Technical View: The NewCo started trading in the last week of 2018 and ran up to $70 by May of this year, 

outperforming much of tech. Shares have pulled back post-earnings to a high-volume node from March at $51. 

There’s a small gap below back to $47 which would be an optimal risk/reward spot vs the early-year lows. A move 

back above $55 and the 20-day MA key for a short-term trend shift with targets above of $60 and then $65.  

 

Seasonality: DELL does not have a lot of seasonal history given the changes to structure over the last year. The 

former parent DVMT performed very well historically from July to September while May also a strong month. Its 

weakest period was in December and January.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in DELL is 0.7% of the float and near 52-week lows. Hedge Fund ownership fell 

15% in Q1 filings, Elliott Management, Canyon Capital, and Nitorum Capital notable concentrated holders.  DELL has 

seen no notable insider buying lately.  

Catalysts: M&A; Flash Memory Summit on 8/6; Earnings 8/29 

Optimal Strategy: Long the DELL October $55/$65 Call Spread at $2.50 Net Debit 



D.R. Horton (DHI): ($43.13) 

Fundamental Snapshot: D.R. Horton is a $16.5B homebuilder in the US with a dominant position in the early and 

mid-priced markets which are outperforming the industry over the last five years. Their first time / entry-level 

homes are in over 81 markets. DHI’s mix is mostly in the $200k to $300k range where 52% of builds were closed 

while 27% were between $300k and $500k with notable acreage exposure to the Southeast and South Central part 

of the country with the West the next highest. They are a market share leader in 14 major markets while top five in 

27 and top ten in 32. They have been transitioning to an asset-light model over the last two years by optioning a 

portion of its land and lot portfolio and holding less on its balance sheet. The company keeps a stable inventory but 

sees the strategy driving better ROC and FCF. It’ll also help mitigate risk as DHI wrote off more than $4B in land 

during the GFC. To further this strategy in 2017 DHI acquired 75% of Forestar (FOR), a national lot-development 

company which will sell to DHI and others. FOR has since shifted its focus almost primarily to single-family lots.  

 

Shares trade 9.96X earnings, 0.99X sales, and 23.5X cash with a 1.4% yield. DHI sees 13.2% EPS growth next year and 

sales growth accelerating to 6.2%. They have a strong ROI, growing each of the last four years. DHI sees long-term 

tailwinds from demand at the more-affordable tiers of housing while potential for an interest rate cut could spark 

near-term buying.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: DHI’s 30 day IV at 27.1% is at the 28th percentile of its 52-week range of 23.6% 

to 47.8%.  Its January options are implying a 17.9% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.437.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 10.1% compares to the 6.8% 52-week average, slightly bearish.  DHI has seen notable 

accumulation in the January $45 and $50 calls, the former with over 18,000 in OI. The August $37, $38 and $40 calls 

also with size from buyers in February.  

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $48 on DHI shares. Susquehanna downgraded shares to Neutral in 

April citing seasonality and recent strength in shares. BTIG positive in March with a $53 PT. They see the company's 

entry level product sales outpacing upgrades and luxury properties while also noting that D.R. Horton has been able 

to reduce incentives as the current quarter progresses. Mizuho upgrading to Buy earlier this year with a $45 PT as 

the analyst thinks that in the latter stages of the housing cycle and larger platforms with price point diversification 

and strong balance sheets, like DHI, will be rewarded.  

Technical View: DHI shares have stalled out around the $45 level since April after a strong start to the year and now 

consolidating in a range. Shares pulled back to the April breakout spot at $42 as well as the 200-day MA and finding 

some support. On a weekly view, a big inverted head-and-shoulders forming under the recent highs stretching back 

to early 2018 which targets $58. 

 

Seasonality: DHI has performed very well historically in March by averaging a 6.5% move higher while July/August is 

also a strong stretch. The weakest months are September and December with the latter down 2.3%.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in DHI is 3.9% of the float, rising since the beginning of the year when it was 3.3% 

but overall remains near two-year lows.  Hedge Fund ownership rose 6.2% in Q1 filings, Long Pond Capital, 

Greenhaven, Suvretta Capital, and Sandler Capital all notable concentrated holders. DHI has seen no notable insider 

buying lately. 

Catalysts: Rate Cut (Fed Meeting July 30-31); Earnings 7/30 

Optimal Strategy: Long the DHI January $45 Calls at $3.25 Debit 

 

 



Exelixis (EXEL): ($21.37) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Exelixis is a $6.38B biotech with a solid commercial base, expanded indications and 

emerging topline growth. The company’s primary product is Cabometyx, a small-molecule inhibitor which is used to 

treat medullary thyroid cancer and as a second-line treatment for renal cell carcinoma (RCC). In January, Cabometyx 

was approved to treat patients with hepatocellular carcinoma. They are currently in two different Phase 3 combo 

trials. The first looks at how their drug works to treat first-line RCC with Opdivo and Yervoy, the CheckMate 9ER 

trials with data due in early 2020. The second evaluates Cabometyx with atezolizumab in HCC.  

 

Shares trade 17.84X earnings, 7.5X sales, and 13.5X FCF. They see 23.6% and 16.7% EPS growth through the next 

two years with revenue growth of 20.8% and 20.3%. The company has no debt and $1B in cash. Prescription growth 

has been steady, up 17% in Q1 with NRx growth outpacing total demand. Their base has grown 52% Y/Y as new 

patient starts remain strong. They see significant opportunity from 1L patients in RCC who have yet to transition to 

2L, a spot where they are gaining share. The HCC launch is expected to ramp in the 2H.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: EXEL’s 30 day IV at 41.8% is at the 25th percentile of its 52-week range of 

35.7% to 78.6%.  Its January options are implying a 28% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.42.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 0.5% compares to the 0.1% 52-week average, slightly bearish.  EXEL has notable bullish 

open interest in the November $24 calls while the August $19 and $18 puts have been sold to open. A buyer of 

19,000 August $18 calls from February remains in OI, a more than $11M position. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $30 on EXEL shares. On 6-21 William Blair out defending shares 

citing robust growth potential, driven by the Cabometyx franchise. The firm thinks IMspire170, albeit disappointing, 

was not modeled as a major contributor. MSCO upgraded shares to Overweight in March noting that cabozantinib 

scripts are looking better in 2019 and Hung sees multiple ways this trend could continue. Piper has a $48 PT for 

shares expecting U.S. Cabometyx sales to grow from $600M in 2018 to $1.07B in 2020. 



Technical View: EXEL shares rallied from the December lows to break a multi-year downtrend and back above 

weekly cloud resistance earlier this year. Shares have pulled back to the 50% Fibonacci of the move around $19.40 

where it formed a 8-week base. Above $21 has room back to a high-volume node at $23 while longer-term cup-and-

handle targets $30.  

 

Seasonality: EXEL has performed very well historically in June, up 16.3%, with July and August also strong. The 

weakest month has been September while December also a laggard.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in EXEL is 5.7% of the float, up slightly in 2019 but overall very flat since 2017. 

Hedge Fund ownership rose 1% in Q1 filings, AQR, Orbimed, Kepos Capital, and Caption Management notable 

concentrated holders. EXEL has seen no notable insider buying lately. 

Catalysts: CheckMate 9ER Updates; IMspire 150 Data; COSMIC-312 Updates; Rx Growth 

Optimal Strategy: Long the EXEL November $22 Calls at $2.50 Debit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FibroGen (FGEN): ($45.18) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Fibrogen is a $3.9B biotech with a key treatment on the cusp of approval and intriguing 

pipeline of tangential assets.  Their primary focus is Roxadustat, a first-in-class oral treatment for anemia associated 

with chronic kidney disease (CKD). Roxadustat is an HIF-PHI which promotes red blood cell production (a process 

known as erythropoiesis) and improved iron balance. The company had positive Phase 3 data for two different trials 

in December which showed an improvement in hemoglobin levels vs a placebo. Pooled MACE data in May 

confirmed cardiovascular safety and the company is now on track for an NDA in the Fall. FGEN is also exploring 

Roxadustat in MDS, a second indication in anemia associated with CKD. Roxadustat was approved in China for 

dialysis in 2018 and expects NDA approval decisions in Japan for dialysis and China for non-dialysis this year. 

Roxadustat is positioned as a better treatment than ESAs given its superior reduction in hepcidin, growth in 

hemoglobins from baseline, and lower risk of blood cell transfusion. FGEN is partnered with AstraZeneca (AZN) in 

the US and China and Astellas in EMEA and Japan.  

 

Shares trade 19X sales and 6.9X cash. They are not near profitability with revenue growth expected to rise 33.1% in 

2020. They have $712.7M in cash.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: FGEN’s 30 day IV at 48.4% is at the 24th percentile of its 52-week range of 

36.8% to 121.4%.  Its December options are implying a 32.8% move by year-end and total put/call open interest 

ratio is 1.16.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 0.0% compares to the 1.4% 52-week average.  FGEN had a sizable buyer of 2,500 

November $50 calls on 6-19.  

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $64 on FGEN shares. On 6-10, Jefferies positive noting that shares 

are likely to rebound with FDA meeting feedback. They think there could be more disclosure with an FDA agreement 

soon and a new drug application filing on time in Q3, which should calm the Street. Jefferies positive on 5-10 

defending shares and noting that Roxa continues to be clearly better than Epo and fear around their comments 

about initiating discussions with the FDA are overblown. The firm thinks the MACE data was a clear de-risking event 

which removes a major overhang because we now know that Roxa is not only safe but its risk/benefit is positive. 

The firm was out on 6-10 noting they expect more communication on an FDA agreement soon, a potential catalyst. 



Technical View: FGEN traded as high as $67.50 in mid-2018 and pulling back this year right to the 61.8% Fibonacci of 

the two-plus year bull run. Shares are forming a big monthly wedge under $56 with a long-term target of $75. FGEN 

is nearing a weekly MACD bull crossover and RSI to clear a downtrend and work off of oversold levels.  

 

Seasonality: FGEN has performed very well historically in June and July, the former up 14.5% on average. The 

weakest stretch has been March/April which has closed lower in four of the last five years.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in FGEN is 5.2% of the float, rising to new 3-year highs in June.  Hedge Fund 

ownership fell 22% in Q1 filings, Adage Capital, Farallon Capital, Rock Springs, and Ecor1 notable concentrated 

holders.  In 2017, a director bought $163,450 in stock at $46.70.  

Catalysts: FDA Communication; NDA for Roxadustat in the Sept./Oct.; China Approval for Non-Dialysis; Japan 

Approval for Dialysis; Partnerships; M&A  

Optimal Strategy: Long the FGEN November $50 Calls at $5.50 Debit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



JD.com (JD): ($30.29) 

Fundamental Snapshot: JD.com is a $44.13B e-commerce operator in China with a focus on retail. They offer a wide 

variety of products from home appliances and consumer digital to apparel. China has seen big growth in retail over 

the last seven years with the middle-class expanding and spending increasingly significantly with the total market 

41T RMB and growing 10% CAGR. E-commerce is also becoming a much more ubiquitous avenue in the country with 

penetration for retail at 18.4% in 2018 vs 6.2% in 2012. JD has taken advantage of these broadening secular trends 

to build share in a fragmented overall market where the top 20 retailers have just 18% of the overall share 

compared to the US at 49%.   The online retail market is now a 10.8T RMB market. They have 310.5M active 

customer accounts, up 15% Y/Y, with over 60% growth in GMV. Their nationwide warehouse network and last-mile 

capabilities has coverage of nearly every county and district in China.  

 

 

Shares trade 28.9X earnings, 0.63X sales, and 10.8X FCF. They see 43.4% and 44.4% EPS growth over the next two 

years as they exit a period of investment in their logistics and supply chain. Revenue growth is expected to be 16.6% 

and 15.1% and they’re diversifying into AI and data-driven advertising services as well. Margins continue to improve 

as well as JD increases their retail leverage and reduces loss from third-party services. JD has a partnership with 

Tencent as well as Walmart.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: JD’s 30 day IV at 39% is at the 32nd percentile of its 52-week range of 29.2% to 

69.4%.  Its December options are implying a 21.7% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.665.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 7.4% compares to the 7.9% 52-week average, slightly bullish. JD has seen a lot of 

notable bull flow including buyers recently in the July $31 calls, August $32 calls, and September $30 calls. JD had a 

buyer of 45,000 September $27 calls in early June for $10.7M which remains in OI. 



 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $33.50 on JD shares. Loop Capital starting at Buy on 6-4 with a 

$40 PT. The firm thinks while U.S.-China trade war concerns have overshadowed some improvement in China's 

consumer sentiment, JD.com stands to benefit from its scale advantages. Also, at its present valuation, JD.com's 

market cap mostly reflects only its equity stakes in affiliates. CLSA upgrading to Outperform in March citing margin 

growth in 2019 and potential for further top-line growth. Nomura and CICC upgrading to Buy in mid-May as well.  

Technical View: JD shares traded as high as $50 in early 2018 and pulled back late last year to all-time lows around 

$19.20. JD has bounced back strong and now flagging on the weekly under $31.65 with a breakout targeting a high-

volume node at $40. JD showed positive RSI divergence into the recent low while MACD not near over-extended.  

 

Seasonality: JD has performed very well historically in the early part of the year with January and March both higher 

in four of the last five years. The former has averaged a 7.4% move. The weakest months are August and October 

with the former down over 6%.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in JD is 4% of the float, down from 2019 highs around 4.6% in April. Short interest 

has risen since July 2018 when it was 2.2%.  Hedge Fund ownership rose 18.8% in Q1 filings, Tiger Global, Fisher 

Asset Management, Viking Global, Jericho Capital, and AQR all notable concentrated holders. JD has seen no notable 

insider buying lately. 

Catalysts: Earnings mid-August; US/China Trade Improvement; Additional Partnerships; Singles Day on 11/11/19 

Optimal Strategy: Long the JD September $33 Calls at $1.25 Debit 



JP Morgan (JPM): ($111.80) 

Fundamental Snapshot: JP Morgan is a $365B financial and best-of-breed name among the large cap banks in the 

US with growing ROTCE and a strong balance sheet. The company has been active in 2019 redeploying cash into 

more short-duration assets which is driving better Net Interest Margin growth. JPM has the benefit of scale vs peers 

which has allowed them to gain market share across commercial and investment banking. They have a lot of 

interesting growth avenues including financial tie-ups with big tech like Amazon, healthcare payments with their 

recent $500M deal for InstaMed, and fintech. In March, they became the first US-based bank to get approval to 

setup a majority-owned JV in China. The move allows them to offer a wider array of products in the region.  

 

Shares trade 10.5X earnings, 1.5X book and 0.30X cash with a 2.86% yield. They see EPS growth of 6.7% and 7% over 

the next two years, down slightly from 2019, while revenues grow 2.4% and 1.9%. Net Interest Income rose 8% last 

quarter on better rates, balance sheet growth, and product mix. Credit markets remain favorable with CEO Jamie 

Dimon in April citing moderate inflation and robust consumer and business confidence. The company announced a 

$29.4B buyback in June after stress test results, above forecasts which were looking for $21.8B.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: JPM’s 30 day IV at 20.9% is at the 68th percentile of its 52-week range of 13.8% 

to 40.9%.  Its December options are implying a 11.1% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

1.16.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 19.1% compares to the 17% 52-week average, slightly bearish.  JPM has seen notable 

accumulation in the July $110 and $112 calls as well as the September $105 calls which have over 10,000 in OI.  

 

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $118 on JPM shares. CSFB with a $132 PT on 6-7 as they think the 

bank remains well positioned to be a profitable market share taker in a consolidating world. They were out on 6-27 

noting, “JPMorgan represents the value inherent in the universal banking model, leveraging its complete, scaled and 

well-integrated product set to drive profitable growth. Add to that a determination to invest—to support growth 

and to drive down unit operating costs, and an ability to optimize capital; this sustains above average earnings 

growth and returns/ROTE.” Wells Fargo has a $130 PT for shares citing confidence that ROE will improve. The firm 

thinks JPM remains the best-in-class in terms of returns, market share gains, and has the benefit of scale over peers. 

They see a number of growth ventures setting up in 2019 including participating in some big tech IPOs, adding share 

in the global treasury services market, and potential consolidation.  

Technical View: JPM shares have been consolidating in a wide bull flag since early 2018 with a move over $120 

having a measured target out to $140. 

 

Ownership Trends: Short interest in JPM is 0.7% of the float, up slightly since March.  Hedge Fund ownership fell 

6.85% in Q1 filings, Fisher Asset Management, Greenhaven, and Diamond Hill Capital notable concentrated 

holders.  In April, a director bought $2M in stock in two separate transactions at $111.03 and $114.25. In February, a 

different director bought $518,950 in stock at $103.79. 

Seasonality: JPM has performed very well historically in July, October and November, the latter averaging a 6.4% 

move. Its weakest months are August and September.  

Catalysts: Earnings 7/16; Fed Meeting 7/30 and 7/31; UBS Financial Conference 8/6; Yield Curve Movement  

Optimal Strategy: Long the JPM September $115 Calls at $2.50 Debit 

 

 



Liberty Global (LBTYA): ($26.99) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Liberty is a $19.58B telecom operator with reach into video, broadband, mobile, and other 

communications for both residential and business. They operate in Europe. The company is undergoing a major 

transformation after reaching a deal $22B deal in May 2018 with Vodafone to swap assets. As part of the 

transaction, VOD will acquire the German and Eastern EU units of LBTYA and make them into the second-largest 

cable network in the region as well as scale to bundle services. For LBTYA, they will get €10.8B in cash and VOD will 

assume €7.6B of debt and makes LBTYA a pure-play on the UK and Ireland, its largest markets. LBTYA has already 

sold their Austrian unit and their Swiss assets to Sunrise Communications for $6.3B which should close in Q4. The 

VOD deal has been held up by regulators who see concerns in Germany. The two sides believe mid-year approval is 

still likely. After approval, LBTYA will have numerous options to deploy their new windfall including buying up 

smaller rivals in regions they want to scale as well as capital return to shareholders. Some have speculated that it 

also sets up for VOD to potentially acquire the rest of LBTYA.  

 

LBTYA shares trade 35X earnings, 1.66X sales, and 20.85X cash. They expect to see EPS grow to $0.50/share by 2021 

after being around $0.07 for FY20. Sales growth is expected to be around 1.1%. The company saw an uptick in UK 

subscriber volumes in Q1 on both a sequential and Y/Y mark. They launched their Intelligent Wifi product in the UK 

as well, a cloud-based system which is expected to see strong uptake.  

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: LBTYA’s 30 day IV at 36% is at the 65th percentile of its 52-week range of 27.2% 

to 51.7%.  Its January options are implying a 21.3% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.07.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 0.0% compares to the 0.3% 52-week average, slightly bullish.  LBTYA has seen a lot of 

notable call buys since the start of the year in both September and October with the 22,500 October $27.50 calls 

and 15,000 October $30 calls most notable.  

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $30.50 on LBTYA shares. BAML downgraded shares to 

Underperform on 4-10 with a $23.50 PT. They think growth will slow down due to competitive and regulatory 

pressures while potential M&A following asset sales will not restore momentum given limited and or lack of 

attractive options. Pivotal was positive on 4-4 expecting steady improvement with Q1 being the low water mark. 

They think the post-deal valuation of the remaining assets, mostly in the UK, remain very attractive.  

Technical View: LBTYA ran up 10-fold from 2009 to 2015 before peaking around $48 and trading lower over a multi-

year cycle. Shares bounced off the 50% Fibonacci of that range recently at $21 and the large downward channel 

targets a move back to $32 and the 10-year VPOC. Shares are forming a weekly cup and handle under $28.50. 

 

Seasonality: LBTYA has performed very well historically In July, higher each of the last four years with an average 

4.9% move. Its weakest months are in Q4 with October down over 5% and November also weak down over 2%.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in LBTYA is 0.8% of the float, down near multi-year lows.  Hedge Fund ownership 

rose 5.5% in Q1 filings, Harris Associates and Manor Road Capital notable concentrated holders. LBTYA has seen no 

notable insider buying lately. 

Catalysts: EU Approval of Vodafone Deal; Earnings early-August; Close of Swiss Deal in Q4 

Optimal Strategy: Long the LBTYA October $27.50 Calls at $2.00 Debit 



Melco Resorts (MLCO): ($21.72) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Melco Resorts is a $10.77B casino operator focused primarily on Asia and Macau but a 

rapidly expanding global footprint. The company recently struck deals to acquire a 20% stake in Crown Resorts 

which gives the exposure to Australia and a 75% interest in ICR Cyprus and their City of Dreams Mediterranean 

integrated resort in Europe. The latter is set to open in 2021. MLCO has been making a notable shift in Macau 

towards more mass-market players with Studio City set to cease VIP rolling chip operations in January 2020. The 

move would put more high-margin tables to mass where MLCO is seeing more traffic. They’re also broadening out 

to more non-gaming sources of revenue as they shift into more integrated resorts with culinary, retail, and 

entertainment. Both projects, the Studio City phase 2 project and City of Dreams phase 3 development are 

underway. MLCO sees long-term tailwinds in the region from the opening of the HGZM bridge in late 2018 helping 

boost overall visitors to the region. And, as Credit Suisse points out, mass market penetration remains low.  

 

 

MLCO shares trade 18X earnings, 2X sales, and 6.69X cash with a 2.85% yield. MLCO expects 25.6% and 26% EPS 

growth over the next two years with revenue growth of 3.8% and then 8.5%. MLCO is coming off a strong quarter 

despite some weakness in VIP with 4% revenue growth driven by mass market table games and higher non-gaming 

revenue from their Morpheus opening. They also expect to be heavily involved in the bidding process for one of 

Japan’s new gaming licenses. MLCO feels like they have a strong position to win a coveted spot given their focus on 

strong local assets. 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: MLCO’s 30 day IV at 37.3% is at the 36th percentile of its 52-week range of 

31.5% to 59.3%.  Its January options are implying a 22.7% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.67.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 0.0% compares to the 0.7% 52-week average, slightly bearish.  MLCO has seen notable 

call accumulation in the July $25 strike with more than 11,000 in OI while the January $25 calls also notable. In 

November, a trader bought 8,000 January $18 calls for $2M which remain in OI. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $27.25 on MLCO shares. JP Morgan positive on 6-24 seeing shares 

up 3-4% the sale of the Cyprus Project from Melco Int’l to MLCO. They see a deal boosting NAV by $175M for free 

on a pro forma basis. Nomura raising their PT to $30 on 5-8 seeing trends in Q2 encouraging. CLSA upgraded shares 

to Outperform in February with a $23.49 PT. The firm thinks City of Dreams will be a key driver in 2019 while also 

being more optimistic on mass business and margin expansion at the resort.  

Technical View: MLCO has formed a series of higher lows since 2009 and current rising channel targets a move up 

over $28. The 200-day MA at $22 is a key area to clear in the near-term. 

 

Seasonality: MLCO has performed very well historically in the Fall with October and November both strong, the 

former up almost 6%. The weakest month has been August.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in MLCO is 0.7% of the float, down slightly from April when it was 1.3%.  Hedge 

Fund ownership fell 5% in Q1 filings, Indus Capital and Tremblant Capital notable concentrated holders. MLCO has 

seen no notable insider buying lately. 

Catalysts: Macau Data (1st of Each Month); M&A; Japan License; Mass Market Improvement; Earnings in late-July 

Optimal Strategy: Long the MLCO January $23 Calls at $1.95 Debit 



Nike (NKE): ($83.95) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Nike is a leader in athletic footwear and apparel and one of the most consistently strong 

names in retail despite an overall soft environment. NKE is undergoing a significant shift towards digital and direct-

to-consumer sales in an effort to improve margins and reduce reliance on in-store foot traffic. They acquired Zodiac 

in early 2018 to help build out their consumer data and analytics capabilities as well and targeting their Nike+ 

members where spending is consistently higher than single-shot customers. NKE is expanding personalization efforts 

to their stores as well. The shift is part of a big strategic plan announced in 2015 to hit $50B in sales by 2020 of 

which $16B will be from DTC.  They expect low-double digit revenue growth as well with expansion into new and 

emerging regions key. The Women’s business has been a priority for investment while running, basketball, and 

Jordan Brand all in focus as well. 

 

The $131.1B company trades 28X earnings, 3.39X sales, and 32.4X cash with a 1% yield and strong ROIC while 

margins are improving. They see 17.4% and 16.4% EPS growth over the next two years with revenue growth of 7.7% 

and 7.8%.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: NKE’s 30 day IV at 31.4% is at the 90th percentile of its 52-week range of 16.5% 

to 46.4%.  Its January options are implying a 15.5% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

1.17.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 14.2% compares to the 9.3% 52-week average, bearish.  NKE is actively traded with over 

22,000 options per day but notable accumulation in the January $85 calls, September $90 calls, and August $85 calls.  

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $93 on NKE shares. CSFB out on 6-21 with an Outperform and $97 

PT expecting an Analyst Day later this Fall and the firm thinks NKE could drop hints about ROI boosters like US outlet 

closures. Citi with a $100 PT on 4/10 given their market is growing strong behind structural tailwinds. They were out 

on 6-19 cautious on checks in China, signs that a weakening macro environment in China is a concern for retailers of 

Nike product. MSCO with a $103 PT noting that Nike's direct-to-consumer transformation remains in its early innings 

and views it as one of the few consumer discretionary companies benefiting from the shift to e-commerce. 

Technical View: NKE shares have been in a strong trend higher since mid-2017 and consolidating in a bull flag under 

$90 and new highs. Shares fell in late May with the overall shakeout in the market but rebounding well and a cup 

and handle pattern forming targets a move higher to $100. 

 

Seasonality: NKE has performed very well historically in June, higher each of the last five years, with an average 

move of 7% due to earnings. July is also strong. The weakest stretch is from March to May with the latter down 

2.9%.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in NKE is 0.6% of the float, moving lower recently and back at 4-year lows.  Hedge 

Fund ownership fell 7.6% in Q1 filings, Maverick Capital, Junto Capital, and Sandler capital notable concentrated 

holders. NKE has seen no notable insider buying lately. 

Catalysts: New Product Innovation; US/China Trade Deal; Earnings in September; NBA Free Agency 

Optimal Strategy: Long the NKE January $85 Calls at $6.00 Debit  

 

 

 

 



Nexstar (NXST): ($101) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Nexstar is a $4.73B emerging leader in TV broadcasting and digital media. The company is 

undergoing a massive transition after announcing a $4.1B deal for Tribune (TRCO) late last year which will make the 

NewCo the largest TV station operator in the country with wider digital capabilities. It will have 216 stations across 

118 markets with a more dominant presence in the top 50 DMAs. It’ll also give NXST more leverage as a network 

partner as they negotiate new deals. It also comes at a significant time for local advertising spend with the 2020 

election already drawing significant interest. The company said in January, ““[we expect] a very substantial and 

possibly unprecedented spending level related to the 2020 presidential election cycle. I would tell you that the 

presidential election is probably going to come earlier this year, meaning for the primary reasons than we have seen 

in prior cycles. It will also be more robust because you will have a larger field of candidates and you may have 

opposition on the incumbents' party. And so you're also going to see spending that will need to occur from our 

President which we did not see in 2016 to that degree.” They expect the deal to close in Q3. NXST has trailed peer 

Sinclair (SBGI) for years in the space.  

 

NXST shares trade 9X earnings, 1.7X sales, and 9.5X FCF with a 1.78% yield. They expect 80% EPS growth in 2020 

based on the deal. Revenues are expected to grow 16.7%.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: NXST’s 30 day IV at 31.1% is at the 43rd percentile of its 52-week range of 23% 

to 49.1%.  Its January options are implying a 18.4% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.42.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 9.7% compares to the 5.5% 52-week average. NXST has seen notable call buys in the July 

$110 strike and on 5-23 the January $115/$90 bull risk reversal opened 3,000X. 

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $134.50 on NXST shares. B. Riley raising their PT to $135 in March 

while RBC positive seeing the TRCO deal driving meaningful shareholder value over the next several years. Stephens 

with an Overweight rating for shares sees Nexstar as a proven closer, integrator and operator of large deals. 

Benchmark positive with a $120 PT after announcing their divestiture plan.  The firm notes that NXST sold every 

potential "issue" market for DOJ and FCC review, increasing the likelihood of deal approval. They also think NXST 

helped cut their leverage more than anticipated and maintained optionality in the NY market with a right to 

reacquire WPIX in 2021 should the ownership cap rules change.  



Technical View: NXST rallied out of a year-long consolidation in early 2019 breaking out above $89.50. Shares traded 

as high as $120 before pulling back to base just above the 50% Fibonacci at $95.25. A move above the 50-day MA at 

$103.50 triggers a nice downtrend break back up to that range.  

 

Seasonality: NXST has performed very well historically in July and November, both higher in each of the last five 

years and the latter by more than 12%. The weakest stretch is May and June.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in NXST is 5.8% of the float, down from around 14% in July 2018.  Hedge Fund 

ownership fell 19.3% in Q1 filings, Windacre Partners, P2 Capital, Park West, Hound Partners, Baupost, and Simcoe 

Capital all notable concentrated holders. NXST has seen no notable insider buying lately. 

Catalysts: TRCO Deal Closing Q3; Political Ad Spending; Earnings 8/7 

Optimal Strategy: Long NXST Stock at $100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Restaurant Brands Int’l (QSR): ($69.54) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Restaurant Brands International is a $17.3B restaurant operator with key franchises like 

Popeye’s, Tim Horton’s and Burger King. QSR is undergoing a significant investment cycle to boost their scale. 

They’re investing in digital to help boost traffic including rolling out mobile ordering, better POS systems, kiosks and 

digital ordering, and a growing loyalty program. Their Tim Hortons loyalty program has 20% penetration in Canada 

and now comprises around 50% of all daily transactions.  Delivery has become a significant driver as well with each 

of their franchises seeing strong early uptake and rolling out to more locations throughout the year. They have seen 

higher-than-average check size from delivery.  

 

QSR has revamped menus as well looking to capture share within key categories like chicken, coffee, and bakery 

which are all expected to grow 5-6% CAGR through 2023. Breakfast is seen as a significant opportunity at Burger 

King where it is just 14% of overall sales now.  The company recently laid out an ambitious plan to have 40,000 

restaurants, up from 25,700 currently with international a significant driver. They sees a 22k location gap from their 

large peers in North America, 3k unit gap in Latin America, 27k in Asia, and 13k in EMEA. The company plans to 

continue JV growth in places like Brazil to ease the transition into the regions. China is a significant area of interest 

with just four Tim Hortons locations and coffee a $6B market in the region.  

 

Shares trade 23.3X earnings and 3.29X sales with a 2.88% yield. They expect 10.8% and 8.3% EPS growth over the 

next two years with sales growth of 5.4% and 4.1%. M&A has been a speculative topic surrounding the company for 

the last two years with the Popeyes integration largely complete. Many see pizza as a logical next step for the 

company as they don’t have an entrant in the fast-growing segment.  



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: QSR’s 30 day IV at 19.6% is at the 14th percentile of its 52-week range of 17.1% 

to 38.3%.  Its January options are implying a 13.4% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.665.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 3.1% compares to the 1.7% 52-week average, slightly bearish.  QSR has notable open 

interest in the July $65 calls, October $65 calls, and January $55 calls.  

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $73.50 on QSR shares. On 6-25 CSFB started coverage at 

Outperform with a $78 PT. The firm thinks QSR is well positioned to generate global market share gains across its 

portfolio with contribution from same-store sales and unit growth. They think this should drive multiple expansion 

vs heavily franchised peers. Stephens positive on 5-16 citing the company’s ambitious 40k unit growth target. 

Longbow downgrading to Underperform on 5-13 behind slower comps growth and a significant level of discord 

among corporate and franchisees over strategy. Bernstein starting at Outperform on 4-5 saying the company's new 

CEO brings operating experience and a change in the approach to transparency and communication. 

Technical View: QSR is consolidating the strong 2016/2017 run in a monthly bull flag which targets $85 on a 

breakout. Shares have notable support at $65 on a potential pullback.  

 

Seasonality: QSR has performed very well historically early in the year with February and April its strongest months, 

the former averaging 5.7% return. Shares weakest in January while September and October also a weak stretch in 

four of the last five years.   

Ownership Trends: Short interest in QSR is 3.5% of the float, down from around 4.5% in early 2019.  Hedge Fund 

ownership fell 4.35% in Q1 filings, Pershing Square, Melvin Capital, and Eminence Capital notable concentrated 

holders. The President of Tim Hortons bought $2.9M in stock on 2-19 at $64.73. Other notable insider buys include a 

$25M buy in late 2017 near $65. 

Catalysts: International Expansion; M&A; Earnings in early August 

Optimal Strategy: Long the QSR October $70 Calls at $3.20 Debit  



Uniqure (QURE): ($78.15) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Uniqure is a $2.91B biotech which focuses on development of gene therapies, one of the 

hottest areas for investment in 2019. QURE has clinical treatments in hemophilia B, Huntington’s and heart failure. 

They also have a preclinical therapy for hemophilia A and Fabry disease under development. Their primary asset is 

AMT-061 which is being explored as a treatment for hemophilia B and is in Phase 3 trials. Their treatment uses “an 

AAV5 vector carrying a gene cassette with the patent-protected Padua variant of Factor IX (FIX-Padua)” to target the 

defect and normalize FIX activity. A gene therapy, albeit expensive, would be a one-time treatment and get rid of 

the need for replacement therapy which carries risks. Early data has shown patients maintaining normal levels of FIX 

after six months post-treatment. QURE expects their treatment to stand out versus peers given the best-in-class 

AAV5 vector which has shown better outcomes across multiple studies. Their strategy of miQURE vs traditional gene 

replacement has no toxicity.  

 

Overall, a very early-stage portfolio of assets with just one past Phase 1 trials but promising early data. Hemophilia B 

impacts 10,000 to 15,000 patients in the US/EU and was a $1B market in 2016. Huntington’s has no treatments 

available currently.  Shares trade 326X sales and 13.9X cash with limited debt. QURE is not near profitability and 

expects 58.9% revenue growth in 2020 and 338.2% in 2021 to $38.9M.   

On 6-17, Bloomberg reported that the company was exploring options including a potential sale. QURE sets up as a 

strong candidate for a deal, especially after peer Spark Therapeutics (ONCE) was acquired by Roche. Analysts think 

QURE is a good target for Novo Nordisk (NVO) and Sanofi (SNY) while Pfizer (PFE) is likely off the table with their 

deal for Array (ARRY). Another option – albeit likely not one most recent holders want – is a partnership or license of 

its lead program.  

 

 

 



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: QURE’s 30 day IV at 92.8% is at the 86th percentile of its 52-week range of 

57.2% to 194.5%.  Its December options are implying a 38.9% move by year-end and total put/call open interest 

ratio is 0.1944.  Its 30 day IV Skew is flat.  QURE has seen a lot of bullish spreads open recently with diagonal spreads 

popular. Since 6-17 traders have bought the July $85 calls three different times and spread them against a sale of 

the October $110 calls, the October $115 calls,  and the December $115 calls. QURE still has over 7,500 December 

$85 calls in OI from buyers in April as well.  

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $85 on QURE shares. Janney positive on 6-11 and reiterating their 

belief that QURE will be the first FDA approval for an AAV gene therapy for hemophilia B and the first AAV gene 

therapy program in the clinic for Huntington's disease. Chardan boosting their PT to $175 on 5-16 and the firm 

thinks shares could be headed towards a $5B-$10B valuation as support emerges for what could be a "best-in-class, 

breakthrough" Huntington's disease franchise. The firm expects peak AMT-130 sales of $2.7B, 25% risk-adjusted, in 

2026. Piper positive on 5-12 with an $80 PT noting that AMT-061 looks clearly superior to competition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Technical View: QURE gapped out of a six-month range in early March and consolidating above its rising 50-day MA 

in May and June. Shares started to emerge from this recent range with the M&A talk and it has a measured move to 

$95/$100 with support at $65. 

 

Seasonality: QURE has performed very well historically in May and August with the latter up over 12.4% over the 

last five years. The weakest part of the year has been July, September, and October.   

Ownership Trends: Short interest in QURE is 5.8% of the float, up slightly since early May when it was 4.5% and up 

from 2.8% in December.  Hedge Fund ownership fell 15% in Q1 filings, Consonance Capital and Nantahala Capital 

notable concentrated holders. QURE has seen no notable insider buying lately. 

Catalysts: M&A; Partnerships; HOPE-B Trial Updates 

Optimal Strategy: Long the QURE August $85 Calls for $8 and Sell the October $110 Calls for $4.00; Net Debit of $4 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Spotify (SPOT): ($146.22) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Spotify is a $26.68B leader in global music streaming services with 217M MAUs and nearly 

100M premium subscribers. The company has been expanding its size geographically expanding into Japan – the 

second largest music market after the US by revenue – and recently introducing their service in India. SPOT hit 1M 

users in the market within a six days and expected to be a significant player in the 150M user market, despite 

offering a lower-cost premium subscription relative to other areas. India will become a bigger opportunity as the 

smartphone market grows over the next five years.  

 

SPOT is also expanding into original content to boost profits and comps to the “Netflix” of music. CEO Daniel Ek 

expects original content to not only set SPOT apart from competitors but increase engagement and broaden the 

appeal of the platform for advertisers. The company acquired Gimlet Media and Anchor this year and has laid out 

$500M to spend on podcast production. Ek said in February, “Growing podcast listening on Spotify is an important 

strategy for driving top of funnel growth, increased user engagement, lower churn, faster revenue growth, and 

higher margins.”  

Finally, they’re looking at bundling as a growth engine. In 

March the company tested a $10/month package with ad-

supported Hulu. SPOT also has expansion potential as they build 

out their voice-speaker capabilities. Shares trade 4.2X sales and 

14.5X cash. SPOT expected profitability in FY21 earning 

$1.06/share vs a $2.32 loss in 2019. They see revenue growth of 

24.1% and 23.6%. 

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: SPOT’s 30 day IV at 37.4% is 

at the 37th percentile of its 52-week range of 29.8% to 67.2%.  Its 

January options are implying a 22.5% move by year-end and total 

put/call open interest ratio is 0.564.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 2.4% 

compares to the 5.8% 52-week average, slightly bullish.  SPOT 

has seen buyers recently in the August $155, $160, $165, and 

$170 calls. 



 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $170 on SPOT shares. Evercore downgraded shares to 

Underperform on 6-24 with a $110 PT. The firm thinks the risk "is real" that publisher rates go higher per the 

existing Copyright Royalty Board ruling and SensorTower data shows that competition at the country level is far 

more intense than suggested by global aggregates. MSCO positive in April noting that SPOT should be a long-term 

winner as music streaming grows and label tensions abate. The firm sees a long runway for growth at Spotify given 

its leadership position in Android, the largest mobile ecosystem globally, as well as its higher engagement level 

relative to competitors such as Amazon Music (AMZN). They also note that streaming is only 47% of music industry 

revenue now and a lot of room to grow relative to expectations. 

Technical View: SPOT cleared a downtrend recently above $140 and back at resistance from February $150 where 

shares have pulled back to the 20-day MA. A move higher targets $172.50 and the breakdown level from October. 

Shares have been forming a giant volume node within this range and low-volume gap above.  

 

Seasonality: SPOT has a limited history but performed very well in the Summer months with June and July strong, 

the former up nearly 10%. The weakest month has been October and then December but on limited data.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in SPOT is 2.4% of the float but making new all-time highs in June. Hedge Fund 

ownership fell 35.5% in Q1 filings, Tiger Global, Cadian Capital, Lomas Capital, Polar Capital, and Tremblant Capital 

all notable concentrated holders. SPOT has seen no notable insider buying lately. 

Catalysts: Global Licensing Negotiations; Acquisitions; Earnings late-July 

Optimal Strategy: Long the SPOT August $155/$175 Call Spread at $4.50 Debit 



Square (SQ): ($72.53) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Square is a $31.3B is a fast-growing provider of payment and POS solutions to small- and 

mid-size businesses. SQ did $22.6B in GPV last quarter with 51% from larger sellers. The company has been building 

a fintech eco-system of related products including Square Capital, Square Invoice, Weebly, Caviar, and the Cash App. 

They see a $70B market opportunity across all of their reach in the US with International a largely untapped market. 

Cash App has been a big growth driver doubling their MAAs to 15M in 2018 and early progress in monetization 

efforts as the Cash Card has been growing within the revenue mix. They see the P2P networking impact of Cash App 

building a strong base of customers outside of their existing their enterprise base.  It also opened up Bitcoin trading, 

ACH direct downloads for paychecks, and partnered with retailers on boosts for cash-back on purchases. SQ sees 

potential for the Cash App base to translate into a replacement bank account for some and could offer savings 

functionality at some point or investments beyond bitcoin.  

 

Shares trade 64.4X earnings, 8.7X sales, and 28.79X cash. They see 49.1% and 48.7% EPS growth over the next two 

years while revenues grow 34.6% and 31.3%.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: SQ’s 30 day IV at 35.6% is at the 5th percentile of its 52-week range of 32.4% to 

80.8%.  Its December options are implying a 21.8% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

1.32.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 5.1% compares to the 5.9% 52-week average, bullish.  SQ has seen accumulation in the 

September $65 calls, September $70 calls, and December $70 calls, the latter with a buyer of nearly 10,000 on 5-20 

for $6M.  

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $81.25 on SQ shares. Nomura positive on 6-13 with a $90 PT after 

checks showed Cash App downloads accelerated in May. Tigress Financial positive on 6-7 seeing the company put 

more effort into increasing its GPV volumes and deepening seller relationships to expand their service base. They 

also think Cash App for Bitcoin trading adoption can be a big growth opportunity. JP Morgan positive on 6-7 

expecting the Square Card to be the next big sales driver. Square Card adoption could grow faster, cannibalizing 

some business Instant Deposit volume, while generating higher revenue yields. Guggenheim positive on 6-28 

expecting the company to rapidly begin compounding EBITDA given emerging tailwinds in international markets, its 

expanding hardware lineup, the emergence of the Cash App and Cash Card as a key revenue contributor and 

continued expansion in the company's products and services. 

Technical View: SQ made an exponential run higher from 2017 to late 2018 trading as high as $100 before pulling 

back to the 50% Fibonacci retracement. Shares have been consolidating below $78 recently with a channel target 

higher at $90. On the weekly, a bullish MACD crossover is forming as well.  

 

Seasonality: SQ has performed very well historically in July with shares higher each of the last five years due to 

earnings. August, September and November also strong. The weakest month is April.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in SQ is 6.1% of the float, down marginally in 2019 and off of all-time highs in 2018 

up around 9.5%.  Hedge Fund ownership rose 19.88% in Q1 filings, Whale Rock Capital, Sequoia, Jericho Capital and 

Matrix Capital notable concentrated holders.  SQ has seen no notable insider buying lately. 

Catalysts: Cash App Growth; Acquisitions; Earnings 8/1 

Optimal Strategy: Long the SQ September $80 Calls at $2.90 Debit 

 

 



Tandem Diabetes (TNDM): ($64.52) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Tandem Diabetes is a $3.88B emerging growth story within med-tech focused on diabetes 

care. Their primary product is the t:slim X2, a smarter, tech-driven insulin pump which helps predict and prevent 

lows in patients. The X2 uses Dexcom’s continuous glucose 

monitor which requires no fingersticks unlike peers. Its 

smaller and easier to keep up-to-date with the company’s 

software-driven approach. TNDM is looking to grow the market 

share of diabetes patients in the US who use pumps which is less 

than 30% now to more than 50%. They also have a significant 

opportunity in the rest of the world where there are 3M 

people in their long-term target markets, so a long runway for 

expansion.  TNDM shares trade 17.4X sales and 30.85X cash 

with limited debt. They see profitability in FY21 with revenue 

growth of 24.4% and 21.1% over the next two years.  TNDM 

uses DTC sales model with 75% of sales done within their 

network. Sales are typically back-end loaded in the year with Q4 

the strongest and Q1 weak due to timing of insurance 

deductibles throughout the year. They are targeting 25%+ 

operating margins long-term.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: TNDM’s 30 day IV at 50.8% is at the 2nd percentile of its 52-week range of 

47.1% to 119.2%.  Its January options are implying a 37.9% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.424.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 0.0% compares to the 0.2% 52-week average, slightly bullish.  TNDM has seen buyers 

recently accumulate the July $70 calls and August $65 calls in size.  

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $80.25 on TNDM shares. On 6-17, Lake Street positive with a $100 

PT for shares. They note that while both industry leaders and upstarts are touting "next generation" platforms, only 

Tandem has conducted a pivotal trial to prove its next gen system's capabilities. Piper positive on 5-13 with a $78 

PT. They think TNDM can continue its "rapid" growth though international expansion beyond Animas patients. They 

also expect TNDM to win market share as patients who took the free MDT 630G in 2017 will have their warranty 

expire and re-enter the market. Craig-Hallum with an $84 PT in early May after the company raised guidance. OpCo 

with an $80 PT expecting new drivers to build, namely increased pump renewal contribution, Control-IQ launch and 

t:sport introduction 

 

 



Technical View: TNDM has been in a strong long-term trend and flagging on the weekly below $75. A breakout 

targets $97.50. 

 

Seasonality: TNDM has performed very well historically in August with shares averaging a 35% move over the last 

four years. September and October are the weakest.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in TNDM is 6.8% of the float, dropping sharply since late March when it was 

10.6%.  Hedge Fund ownership fell 3.62% in Q1 filings, Blue Mountain Capital and DE Shaw notable concentrated 

holders. The last notable insider buy in the name was in late 2018 near $37.50.  

Catalysts: Earnings in early-August; t:slim X2 Studies w/ Control-IQ 

Optimal Strategy: Long the TNDM August $65/$80 Call Spread at $5.00 Debit  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Under Armour (UAA): ($25.35) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Under Armour is a $10.94B athletic apparel company with reach in clothing, footwear, and 

accessories. Like Nike they’re building out key categories like running, basketball, and other athleisure verticals. In 

late 2018 the company outlined a five-year growth plan aimed at improving their go-to-market strategy and driving 

profitable growth. Their priorities include growing digital engagement and conversation, elevating investments in 

international, DTC, footwear, and women’s businesses, being more selective in wholesale agreements to protect 

their brand, and expanding margins with better cost controls. UAA is also looking beyond China for their supply 

chain reducing their use in 2013 from 46% of all sourcing to 18%. And in 2018 they shortened their go-to-market 

time to 17 months from 22.  

 

UAA also expects to use more data science and analytics to better serve their customers and capture trends. UAA 

has a massive digital fitness business built through over $700M in acquisitions starting back in 2013. Their first deal 

MapMyFitness eventually led to MyFitnessPal, Endomondo, and others to build up a more than 200M user database 

today. They also partnered with IBM to create analytics around nutrition, activity, and sleep to better coach users. 

They got 130M organic views on their video contention last year. In all, the move is helping them focus better on the 

types of consumers they should target and where. At their December analyst day, UAA segmented a group called 

“Focused Performers” which they see as a $92B channel. The company think they are the key new driver: an 

audience which is younger, active, self-motivated, and willing to spend on higher-priced items. The digital business 

overall had $5.2B in revenue last year and CEO Kevin Planck expects the connected business will grow into other 

parts of their business to help drive a more efficient company. UAA sees their use of data helping grow market share 

within the $280B athletic apparel and footwear market.  

 

Shares trade at 50.4X earnings, 2.1X sales, and 20.5X FCF. They expect 45% and 51.9% EPS growth over the next two 

years with sales growth of 5.7% and 7.2%. Margins had been a weak spot since 2014 but inflecting positively mid-

year in 2018 and plenty of room for expansion as they pass their investment cycle.  



Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: UAA’s 30 day IV at 33.6% is at the 6th percentile of its 52-week range of 30.9% 

to 78.7%.  Its January options are implying a 24.8% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

1.40.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 6.9% compares to the 3% 52-week average, slightly bearish. UAA has been a popular 

name for put sales with sellers active across the July, January 2020 and January 2021 expirations. The July $25 calls 

have over 7,000 in open interest from buyers while the January $30 calls have over 4,000.  

 

Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $22 on UAA shares. On 6-24, Piper out positive after meeting with 

management. They have a $30 PT for shares as the company pivots towards growth. Their three key takeaways: N.A. 

has stabilized, with 2020 being a bigger opportunity for this region; that management feels strongly about the 3-4 

year innovation pipeline it has planned; and that there will be a renewed marketing focus with a brand campaign 

late in 2019. JP Morgan upgrading to Overweight and a $29 PT on 5-17. They cite a more "disciplined" fiscal 2020 

global top- and bottom-line growth acceleration driven by the combination of product and innovation. Citi 

upgrading to Buy on 4-10 expecting the company to capture 600 basis points of EBIT margin over the next several 

years.  

Technical View: UAA made an exponential run higher from 2009 to 2015 trading as high as $52 before falling nearly 

80% to the 2017 lows. Shares have recovered and forming a wide base under $25 with a breakout measuring out to 

$37.50 and the 2016 breakdown level.  

 



Seasonality: UAA has performed very well historically in June with April and September also strong. The weakest 

month has been October, down 10% on average, while December is also weak.  

Ownership Trends: Short interest in UAA is 7.3% of the float but down sharply from mid-2018 when it was 15%. 

Hedge Fund ownership rose 39.5% in Q1 filings, Adage Capital, Alyeska, and DE Shaw all notable concentrated 

holders.  The last notable insider buying in the name was near $18.50 when the President/COO bought $258,934 

worth.  

Catalysts: Earnings late-July; International Growth; Acquisitions; NBA Free Agency 

Optimal Strategy: Long the UAA January $30 Calls at $1.55 Debit  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Visa (V): ($173.55) 

Fundamental Snapshot: Visa is a $379B digital payments leader with more than $8T in total payments volumes and 

3.3B cards worldwide. Visa is a truly global company with more than 46M merchant locations in 200 countries, 160 

different currencies and 15,900 financial institutions.  Visa has expanded their product portfolio to capture a larger 

share of the market with areas like Visa Direct helping them grow in P2P which is a $6T to $7T market opportunity.  

Visa is also benefitting from secular growth in high-value cross-border volumes which represent over 40% of their 

net revenues but still just a fraction of their overall volumes. CFO Vasant Prabhu noted their significance on April’s 

call with investors. “We view P2P cross border and B2B cross border as significant expansion and new payment flow 

opportunities. And we're already in the business. You've heard us talk a lot about remittances in the last few calls, 

this call we talked about Remitly. We've talked about MoneyGram before, there are more in the works. The 

attraction we offer in remittances, for example, which is already a big business, is that we address KYC, AML and 

sanctions related issues on a real time basis, in addition to being far more convenient, and far more secure than an 

agent based approach to it. Visa Direct is a big component to B2B also and also provides cross border solutions for 

small and medium sized businesses. So this is clearly a central element of our future growth plans.” Visa expanded 

once again in May acquiring Earthport, a company which provides cross-border payment services to banks and 

money transfer providers. Visa beat out Mastercard for the company. 

 

Shares trade 27.9X earnings, 17.5X sales, and 39.15X FCF with a 0.58% yield and strong ROE. The company expects 

15.8% and 16% EPS growth with revenue growth of 11.2% and 11% through 2021.  

Open Interest, Volatility, and Skew: V’s 30 day IV at 20.1% is at the 58th percentile of its 52-week range of 13.9% to 

40.2%  Its December options are implying a 11.1% move by year-end and total put/call open interest ratio is 

0.83.  Its 30 day IV Skew at 22.3% compares to the 18.3% 52-week average.  Visa has seen notable accumulation in 

the December $165 calls, September $170 calls, and January $170 calls with the latter over 6,000.  

 



Analyst Notes: Analysts have an average target of $180.50 on V shares. BAML raising their PT to $192 on 6-17. The 

firm thinks the company still has synergies remaining from Visa Europe. Wedbush raising their PT to $187 citing 

ongoing monetization efforts. They note that  Visa generates roughly 15% of revenues from non-transaction 

processing, services, and expects the mix to expand further as some of the new growth area gain scale/traction. 

Goldman reinstated at Buy on 5-2 with a $188 PT. The firm thinks recent payment regulations in Europe have set the 

stage for faster volume growth and market share gains for Visa. 

Technical View: Visa broke out of a weekly range to new highs in March above $150 with a measured move up to 

$180. Shares have been steady above the rising 50-day MA and cloud where it found support in early June.  

 

Seasonality: V has performed very well historically in April and July with August/September also outperforming over 

the last five years. Shares have averaged 6.7% move in July. The weakest month is June while October and 

December also lag. 

Ownership Trends: Short interest in V is 1.2% of the float, down near 2-year lows.  Hedge Fund ownership fell 4.5% 

in Q1 filings, Fisher Asset Management, Harris Associates, Viking Global, Vulcan Value, and Coatue all notable 

concentrated holders. V has seen no notable insider buying lately. 

Catalysts: Earnings late-July; Acquisitions; China Permit Approval 

Optimal Strategy: Long the V September $175 Calls at $5.50 Debit 
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Bearish Options Flow Positioning 

Date Description Volume Open.Int Price Delta 

Premium 

Paid Symbol 

6/11/2019 AMBA 100 15 NOV 19 45 PUT 1,501 50 $6.50  -0.52 $975,650  .AMBA191115P45 

6/28/2019 

AMGN 100 16 AUG 19 175 

PUT 8,583 1,767 $3.55  -0.3 $3,046,965  .AMGN190816P175 

4/22/2019 ANAB 100 15 NOV 19 55 PUT 2,000 0 $7.40  -0.22 $1,480,000  .ANAB191115P55 

6/11/2019 ANTM 100 19 JUL 19 290 PUT 1,600 1,246 $11.70  -0.59 $1,896,000  .ANTM190719P290 

6/10/2019 ANTM 100 19 JUL 19 290 PUT 1,279 16 $13.55  -0.63 $1,733,045  .ANTM190719P290 

5/7/2019 ATH 100 16 AUG 19 40 PUT 4,001 1,075 $1.20  -0.26 $480,120  .ATH190816P40 

5/17/2019 BBBY 100 16 AUG 19 12.5 PUT 20,004 2,192 $0.60  -0.21 $1,300,260  .BBBY190816P12.5 

6/21/2019 BBBY 100 19 JUL 19 12 PUT 10,062 1,821 $1.25  -0.52 $1,267,812  .BBBY190719P12 

5/24/2019 BC 100 19 JUL 19 45 PUT 2,146 0 $2.64  -0.53 $566,544  .BC190719P45 

5/15/2019 BGS 100 16 AUG 19 20 PUT 8,721 371 $1.00  -0.29 $915,705  .BGS190816P20 

5/13/2019 BHF 100 16 AUG 19 35 PUT 6,410 1,313 $2.20  -0.35 $1,378,150  .BHF190816P35 

12/17/2018 BHGE 100 19 JUL 19 22 PUT 6,815 12 $2.69  -0.44 $1,833,235  .BHGE190719P22 

2/22/2019 BIDU 100 20 SEP 19 165 PUT 10,111 210 $13.88  -0.43 $14,205,955  .BIDU190920P165 

5/31/2019 BIIB 100 20 MAR 20 220 PUT 1,053 434 $24.59  -0.42 $2,589,327  .BIIB200320P220 

4/29/2019 BOOM 100 20 DEC 19 55 PUT 3,035 0 $4.00  -0.23 $1,214,000  .BOOM191220P55 

6/18/2019 

CALM 100 16 AUG 19 42.5 

PUT 2,003 93 $2.70  -0.63 $560,840  .CALM190816P42.5 

5/14/2019 CBS 100 20 DEC 19 47.5 PUT 2,500 26 $3.57  -0.44 $937,500  .CBS191220P47.5 

6/5/2019 CBS 100 20 SEP 19 47.5 PUT 3,006 1,922 $2.28  -0.42 $733,464  .CBS190920P47.5 

6/13/2019 CBS 100 20 SEP 19 52.5 PUT 1,183 120 $4.64  -0.72 $548,912  .CBS190920P52.5 

6/4/2019 CC 100 17 JAN 20 22 PUT 10,025 19 $3.40  -0.38 $3,408,500  .CC200117P22 

5/21/2019 CC 100 18 OCT 19 20 PUT 5,002 572 $1.52  -0.25 $825,330  .CC191018P20 

10/24/2018 CHKP 100 17 JAN 20 110 PUT 1,054 8 $10.42  -0.40 $1,064,540  .CHKP200117P110 

6/10/2019 CHRW 100 16 AUG 19 80 PUT 2,874 4,050 $3.40  -0.46 $1,005,900  .CHRW190816P80 

5/30/2019 CHRW 100 16 AUG 19 80 PUT 1,537 106 $4.88  -0.55 $768,500  .CHRW190816P80 

6/5/2019 CHUY 100 18 OCT 19 20 PUT 5,005 209 $1.80  -0.37 $950,950  .CHUY191018P20 

5/31/2019 CLR 100 20 SEP 19 35 PUT 2,041 740 $3.50  -0.44 $734,760  .CLR190920P35 



5/10/2019 COF 100 20 SEP 19 90 PUT 1,580 19 $4.75  -0.45 $750,500  .COF190920P90 

5/9/2019 CRON 100 19 JUL 19 15 PUT 7,737 1,159 $2.30  -0.51 $1,779,510  .CRON190719P15 

3/27/2019 CRON 100 19 JUL 19 18 PUT 8,097 465 $3.11  -0.40 $2,591,040  .CRON190719P18 

6/4/2019 CRON 100 20 SEP 19 15 PUT 3,000 0 $2.71  -0.46 $813,000  .CRON190920P15 

4/3/2019 CTL 100 18 OCT 19 12 PUT 15,321 672 $1.25  -0.44 $2,114,298  .CTL191018P12 

6/17/2019 CYH 100 20 SEP 19 3 PUT 12,600 516 $0.70  -1.00 $882,000  .CYH190920P3 

4/15/2019 DB 100 18 OCT 19 8 PUT 11,611 4,670 $0.79  -0.34 $928,880  .DB191018P8 

12/21/2018 DB 100 19 JUL 19 7 PUT 21,000 8,158 $0.78  -0.29 $1,617,000  .DB190719P7 

4/17/2019 DBX 100 19 JUL 19 26 PUT 5,000 43 $5.09  -0.83 $2,545,000  .DBX190719P26 

5/17/2019 DE 100 20 DEC 19 135 PUT 1,523 11 $10.50  -0.43 $1,599,150  .DE191220P135 

6/25/2019 DG 100 17 JAN 20 135 PUT 1,700 169 $8.80  -0.42 $1,496,000  .DG200117P135 

3/7/2019 DKS 100 17 JAN 20 37 PUT 2,000 95 $4.98  -0.39 $1,020,000  .DKS200117P37 

4/23/2019 DOMO 100 16 AUG 19 40 PUT 1,000 71 $7.20  -0.52 $770,000  .DOMO190816P40 

6/17/2019 DXC 100 20 SEP 19 52.5 PUT 2,000 66 $3.70  -0.47 $720,000  .DXC190920P52.5 

5/2/2019 EIX 100 18 OCT 19 55 PUT 5,004 17 $3.60  -0.34 $1,901,520  .EIX191018P55 

5/24/2019 ESV 100 19 JUL 19 10 PUT 4,000 3,014 $1.80  -0.64 $720,000  .ESV190719P10 

5/15/2019 ETSY 100 20 SEP 19 65 PUT 2,000 129 $9.40  -0.57 $1,940,000  .ETSY190920P65 

2/28/2019 FEYE 100 20 SEP 19 16 PUT 4,500 141 $1.50  -1.00 $675,000  .FEYE190920P16 

6/27/2019 FIZZ 100 18 OCT 19 50 PUT 1,820 664 $8.95  -0.7 $1,692,600  .FIZZ191018P50 

5/31/2019 FL 100 19 JUL 19 50 PUT 2,142 44 $10.40  -0.90 $2,227,680  .FL190719P50 

6/13/2019 FL 100 20 SEP 19 45 PUT 4,041 32 $5.30  -0.53 $2,141,730  .FL190920P45 

5/24/2019 FTNT 100 16 AUG 19 80 PUT 1,000 2,009 $6.50  -0.52 $650,000  .FTNT190816P80 

4/5/2019 GE 100 20 SEP 19 11 PUT 25,601 4,396 $1.50  -0.58 $3,891,352  .GE190920P11 

6/17/2019 GES 100 20 SEP 19 14 PUT 4,232 132 $1.40  -0.41 $592,480  .GES190920P14 

4/22/2019 GME 100 18 OCT 19 10 PUT 3,930 372 $2.58  -0.59 $1,013,940  .GME191018P10 

6/28/2019 

GMED 100 16 AUG 19 42.5 

PUT 2,895 0 $2.30  -0.5 $665,850  .GMED190816P42.5 

6/28/2019 GPS 100 20 SEP 19 19 PUT 12,055 354 $2.30  -0.6 $2,808,815  .GPS190920P19 

6/25/2019 GS 100 19 JUN 20 200 PUT 2,000 373 $20.35  -0.47 $4,310,000  .GS200619P200 

6/5/2019 GSKY 100 19 JUL 19 17.5 PUT 1,500 23 $5.97  -0.86 $900,000  .GSKY190719P17.5 

5/23/2019 HAS 100 17 JAN 20 105 PUT 3,145 42 $13.70  -0.56 $4,340,100  .HAS200117P105 

5/7/2019 HAS 100 17 JAN 20 110 PUT 2,700 4,139 $14.00  -0.58 $3,834,000  .HAS200117P110 

5/6/2019 HAS 100 17 JAN 20 110 PUT 2,232 2,335 $12.90  -0.56 $2,879,280  .HAS200117P110 

5/3/2019 HAS 100 17 JAN 20 110 PUT 2,000 359 $11.80  -1.00 $2,360,000  .HAS200117P110 

1/29/2019 HCA 100 17 JAN 20 125 PUT 3,061 351 $8.60  -0.30 $2,632,460  .HCA200117P125 

5/9/2019 HIIQ 100 19 JUL 19 30 PUT 1,196 0 $10.88  -0.64 $1,301,248  .HIIQ190719P30 

6/12/2019 HRL 100 20 SEP 19 42.5 PUT 4,061 810 $2.50  -0.54 $1,015,250  .HRL190920P42.5 

6/17/2019 HRL 100 20 SEP 19 42.5 PUT 2,773 4,410 $2.84  -0.60 $790,305  .HRL190920P42.5 

6/25/2019 HRL 100 20 SEP 19 42.5 PUT 1,791 7,160 $2.55  -0.53 $438,795  .HRL190920P42.5 

5/9/2018 HTZ 100 17 JAN 20 12.5 PUT 9,219 5,315 $2.49  -0.21 $2,396,940  .HTZ200117P12.5 

6/11/2019 HTZ 100 18 OCT 19 16 PUT 3,090 3,483 $2.05  -0.40 $633,450  .HTZ191018P16 

6/10/2019 HTZ 100 18 OCT 19 16 PUT 2,563 480 $2.14  -0.42 $563,860  .HTZ191018P16 

6/3/2019 INTU 100 16 AUG 19 240 PUT 1,578 1,012 $13.30  -0.48 $2,161,860  .INTU190816P240 

5/30/2019 INTU 100 16 AUG 19 240 PUT 1,006 0 $8.90  -0.38 $895,340  .INTU190816P240 

5/23/2019 INTU 100 19 JUL 19 240 PUT 1,539 342 $10.50  -0.45 $1,615,950  .INTU190719P240 

6/17/2019 INTU 100 20 SEP 19 220 PUT 2,000 46 $3.40  -0.15 $700,000  .INTU190920P220 

5/20/2019 IRBT 100 16 AUG 19 90 PUT 2,025 0 $9.50  -0.44 $1,923,750  .IRBT190816P90 

5/13/2019 IRBT 100 19 JUL 19 90 PUT 1,972 92 $6.38  -0.42 $1,281,800  .IRBT190719P90 



3/4/2019 IRDM 100 19 JUL 19 22 PUT 3,021 12 $2.45  -0.38 $740,145  .IRDM190719P22 

3/27/2019 IRDM 100 19 JUL 19 25 PUT 3,150 31 $2.60  -0.43 $976,500  .IRDM190719P25 

5/23/2019 ITW 100 19 JUL 19 140 PUT 1,699 19 $3.00  -0.31 $543,680  .ITW190719P140 

5/30/2019 JBHT 100 15 NOV 19 85 PUT 2,298 814 $6.40  -0.45 $1,539,660  .JBHT191115P85 

4/17/2019 JBHT 100 16 AUG 19 95 PUT 1,506 17 $3.70  -0.35 $557,220  .JBHT190816P95 

6/3/2019 JCI 100 18 OCT 19 38 PUT 2,500 4 $1.93  -0.42 $497,500  .JCI191018P38 

6/12/2019 JCI 100 19 JUL 19 39 PUT 5,067 290 $0.89  -1.00 $450,963  .JCI190719P39 

5/31/2019 JNPR 100 18 OCT 19 25 PUT 4,001 257 $1.86  -0.48 $760,190  .JNPR191018P25 

6/14/2019 KEM 100 16 AUG 19 16 PUT 5,318 201 $1.50  -0.40 $797,700  .KEM190816P16 

6/12/2019 KEM 100 16 AUG 19 17 PUT 5,102 4,514 $2.00  -0.48 $1,020,400  .KEM190816P17 

3/11/2019 KR 100 18 OCT 19 30 PUT 2,298 20 $6.10  -0.78 $1,401,780  .KR191018P30 

5/21/2019 KR 100 19 JUL 19 26 PUT 24,884 14,848 $2.33  -0.66 $6,046,812  .KR190719P26 

5/20/2019 KR 100 19 JUL 19 26 PUT 15,932 932 $2.53  -0.70 $4,030,796  .KR190719P26 

3/5/2019 KSS 100 19 JUL 19 75 PUT 9,505 38 $8.40  -0.57 $7,984,200  .KSS190719P75 

5/16/2019 LB 100 15 NOV 19 17.5 PUT 5,800 69 $1.03  -0.18 $580,000  .LB191115P17.5 

2/26/2019 LB 100 16 AUG 19 20 PUT 12,290 3,611 $0.80  -0.14 $1,044,650  .LB190816P20 

5/16/2019 LCI 100 20 DEC 19 7.5 PUT 2,000 105 $2.75  -0.43 $560,000  .LCI191220P7.5 

4/30/2019 LL 100 16 AUG 19 14 PUT 11,011 1,310 $2.00  -0.49 $2,257,255  .LL190816P14 

5/3/2019 LOCO 100 20 DEC 19 15 PUT 3,421 0 $3.40  -0.82 $1,163,140  .LOCO191220P15 

6/17/2019 LSTR 100 19 JUL 19 100 PUT 2,000 2,602 $2.34  -0.38 $490,000  .LSTR190719P100 

6/14/2019 M 100 16 AUG 19 21 PUT 6,133 1,603 $1.25  -0.44 $766,625  .M190816P21 

5/29/2019 MAC 100 17 JAN 20 40 PUT 4,295 327 $5.69  -0.64 $2,534,050  .MAC200117P40 

5/29/2019 MAC 100 20 SEP 19 37.5 PUT 3,089 52 $2.30  -0.47 $710,470  .MAC190920P37.5 

5/13/2019 MAR 100 18 OCT 19 120 PUT 5,006 13 $5.70  -0.34 $2,953,540  .MAR191018P120 

6/20/2019 MAR 100 18 OCT 19 140 PUT 1,000 30 $8.90  -0.52 $900,000  .MAR191018P140 

4/25/2019 MAR 100 19 JUL 19 130 PUT 5,253 256 $3.71  -0.32 $1,948,863  .MAR190719P130 

6/13/2019 MAT 100 16 AUG 19 12 PUT 5,021 74 $1.24  -0.51 $622,604  .MAT190816P12 

6/20/2019 MAT 100 18 OCT 19 12 PUT 5,002 1,295 $1.65  -0.50 $850,340  .MAT191018P12 

5/21/2019 MNK 100 17 JAN 20 10 PUT 8,109 5,789 $2.90  -0.38 $2,392,155  .MNK200117P10 

4/1/2019 MNK 100 17 JAN 20 25 PUT 8,178 5,330 $5.80  -0.47 $4,743,240  .MNK200117P25 

6/6/2019 MNK 100 18 OCT 19 10 PUT 6,370 34 $2.85  -0.49 $1,847,300  .MNK191018P10 

4/30/2019 MNK 100 18 OCT 19 16 PUT 5,804 18 $2.30  -0.36 $1,451,000  .MNK191018P16 

5/13/2019 MO 100 20 DEC 19 55 PUT 5,700 144 $6.42  -0.63 $3,648,000  .MO191220P55 

5/8/2019 MYL 100 18 OCT 19 20 PUT 11,000 298 $1.55  -0.34 $1,705,000  .MYL191018P20 

5/22/2019 NDSN 100 20 SEP 19 130 PUT 1,400 1 $7.55  -0.44 $1,078,000  .NDSN190920P130 

4/1/2019 NTEC 100 18 OCT 19 7.5 PUT 4,005 16 $3.00  -1.00 $1,481,850  .NTEC191018P7.5 

3/1/2019 NTNX 100 19 JUL 19 42.5 PUT 2,036 266 $9.96  -0.70 $1,974,920  .NTNX190719P42.5 

11/27/2018 NUE 100 19 JUL 19 50 PUT 2,000 2 $2.24  -0.23 $448,000  .NUE190719P50 

5/31/2019 NUS 100 20 SEP 19 40 PUT 2,506 121 $2.10  -0.23 $551,320  .NUS190920P40 

5/1/2019 NWL 100 20 SEP 19 25 PUT 3,350 3,379 $11.50  -0.86 $3,852,500  .NWL190920P25 

6/24/2019 ORCL 100 18 OCT 19 57.5 PUT 5,003 0 $3.13  -0.50 $1,565,939  .ORCL191018P57.5 

6/21/2019 ORCL 100 20 SEP 19 55 PUT 10,469 1,317 $1.75  -0.37 $1,884,420  .ORCL190920P55 

5/2/2019 OSTK 100 20 DEC 19 30 PUT 14,400 0 $17.37  -0.61 $25,012,800  .OSTK191220P30 

4/15/2019 OSTK 100 20 SEP 19 30 PUT 14,400 25 $15.61  -0.67 $22,478,400  .OSTK190920P30 

5/31/2019 PCAR 100 16 AUG 19 67.5 PUT 2,000 149 $3.55  -0.51 $740,000  .PCAR190816P67.5 

5/6/2019 PRU 100 20 SEP 19 100 PUT 2,012 554 $5.45  -0.43 $1,096,540  .PRU190920P100 

6/3/2019 PRU 100 20 SEP 19 90 PUT 2,896 1,999 $4.30  -0.39 $1,259,760  .PRU190920P90 

5/8/2019 PZZA 100 18 OCT 19 55 PUT 4,020 455 $7.40  -0.50 $2,974,800  .PZZA191018P55 



6/27/2019 QD 100 15 JAN 21 4 PUT 10,570 9,746 $0.70  -1 $739,900  .QD210115P4 

5/21/2019 QRTEA 100 18 OCT 19 15 PUT 8,574 25,057 $2.15  -0.57 $1,843,410  .QRTEA191018P15 

6/24/2019 R 100 21 FEB 20 60 PUT 750 0 $9.10  -0.55 $682,500  .R200221P60 

5/17/2019 RDFN 100 16 AUG 19 17 PUT 7,541 106 $1.39  -0.40 $1,168,855  .RDFN190816P17 

1/3/2019 RLGY 100 17 JAN 20 10 PUT 22,557 400 $1.40  -1.00 $3,157,980  .RLGY200117P10 

5/3/2019 RLGY 100 17 JAN 20 7.5 PUT 25,360 5,800 $1.00  -0.26 $2,536,000  .RLGY200117P7.5 

3/11/2019 RLGY 100 20 SEP 19 10 PUT 17,351 40 $0.80  -0.22 $1,388,080  .RLGY190920P10 

6/24/2019 SBH 100 20 DEC 19 12.5 PUT 4,019 10 $1.55  -0.41 $663,135  .SBH191220P12.5 

5/14/2019 SBH 100 20 SEP 19 17.5 PUT 3,000 107 $2.55  -0.61 $750,000  .SBH190920P17.5 

5/28/2019 SIG 100 17 JAN 20 26 PUT 2,000 0 $7.40  -0.60 $1,480,000  .SIG200117P26 

3/25/2019 SIG 100 19 JUL 19 25 PUT 2,001 137 $3.05  -0.36 $610,305  .SIG190719P25 

5/23/2019 SNDR 100 18 OCT 19 20 PUT 4,001 22 $2.75  -0.63 $1,180,295  .SNDR191018P20 

5/13/2019 SPPI 100 15 NOV 19 8 PUT 5,000 5,000 $1.25  -0.31 $650,000  .SPPI191115P8 

5/10/2019 SPPI 100 15 NOV 19 8 PUT 5,000 37 $1.25  -0.27 $625,000  .SPPI191115P8 

5/22/2019 SQM 100 19 JUL 19 33 PUT 2,500 111 $2.33  -0.47 $582,500  .SQM190719P33 

4/18/2019 SQM 100 19 JUL 19 38 PUT 4,003 324 $3.05  -0.45 $1,240,930  .SQM190719P38 

5/13/2019 STX 100 20 SEP 19 45 PUT 8,331 704 $4.87  -0.49 $4,123,845  .STX190920P45 

6/11/2019 SWN 100 20 SEP 19 3 PUT 113,170 700 $0.26  -1.00 $3,055,590  .SWN190920P3 

6/25/2019 TEVA 100 20 DEC 19 10 PUT 16,650 6,010 $2.13  -0.56 $3,613,050  .TEVA191220P10 

6/12/2019 TEVA 100 20 DEC 19 7 PUT 14,672 2,115 $0.82  -0.25 $1,203,104  .TEVA191220P7 

5/23/2019 TEVA 100 20 SEP 19 13 PUT 20,546 6,632 $2.34  -0.68 $4,828,310  .TEVA190920P13 

6/11/2019 TEVA 100 20 SEP 19 9 PUT 12,739 8,413 $1.11  -0.43 $1,426,768  .TEVA190920P9 

6/10/2019 THO 100 20 SEP 19 65 PUT 6,001 446 $9.40  -0.66 $5,820,970  .THO190920P65 

6/24/2019 TLRD 100 15 NOV 19 7 PUT 6,432 413 $1.91  -0.54 $1,254,240  .TLRD191115P7 

6/27/2019 TRIP 100 15 JAN 21 35 PUT 1,800 671 $3.65  -0.2 $666,000  .TRIP210115P35 

6/26/2019 TSLA 100 16 AUG 19 220 PUT 10,752 3,870 $21.11 -0.5 $22,740,480 .TSLA190816P220 

2/6/2019 TTM 100 19 JUL 19 11 PUT 10,000 79 $0.57  -0.25 $600,000  .TTM190719P11 

6/21/2019 TUP 100 18 OCT 19 20 PUT 3,916 107 $2.45  -0.49 $959,420  .TUP191018P20 

5/13/2019 TUP 100 18 OCT 19 25 PUT 4,000 163 $4.58  -0.60 $1,800,000  .TUP191018P25 

6/24/2019 UBER 100 16 AUG 19 41 PUT 2,144 0 $2.15  -0.35 $460,960  .UBER190816P41 

6/27/2019 UBER 100 16 AUG 19 42 PUT 3,966 462 $2.00  -0.3 $813,030  .UBER190816P42 

5/28/2019 UBER 100 20 DEC 19 43 PUT 1,500 374 $7.75  -0.45 $1,185,000  .UBER191220P43 

5/20/2019 UBNT 100 20 SEP 19 135 PUT 1,600 1,014 $17.80  -0.55 $2,848,000  .UBNT190920P135 

5/31/2019 UNFI 100 16 AUG 19 12.5 PUT 2,500 252 $2.60  -0.71 $650,000  .UNFI190816P12.5 

6/7/2019 UNFI 100 20 DEC 19 10 PUT 3,000 536 $1.85  -0.41 $540,000  .UNFI191220P10 

5/15/2019 UNIT 100 15 NOV 19 10 PUT 2,753 561 $1.90  -0.37 $550,600  .UNIT191115P10 

4/16/2019 UNIT 100 16 AUG 19 17.5 PUT 4,000 4,970 $5.60  -0.77 $2,320,000  .UNIT190816P17.5 

4/25/2019 UPS 100 16 AUG 19 100 PUT 6,464 13 $3.85  -0.31 $2,488,640  .UPS190816P100 

7/11/2018 URI 100 19 JUN 20 135 PUT 2,500 0 $18.50  -0.29 $4,625,000  .URI200619P135 

5/31/2019 USNA 100 19 JUL 19 65 PUT 2,037 6 $3.40  -0.30 $794,430  .USNA190719P65 

6/24/2019 VG 100 16 AUG 19 11 PUT 10,109 0 $0.60  -0.37 $606,540  .VG190816P11 

3/15/2019 WAB 100 19 JUL 19 70 PUT 2,083 208 $4.00  -0.41 $833,200  .WAB190719P70 

6/17/2019 WDR 100 20 SEP 19 20 PUT 6,652 40 $3.70  -0.85 $2,527,760  .WDR190920P20 

4/8/2019 WFC 100 15 NOV 19 45 PUT 6,710 4,775 $1.94  -0.30 $1,274,900  .WFC191115P45 

5/31/2019 WPX 100 16 AUG 19 13 PUT 5,500 6,309 $2.60  -0.77 $1,430,000  .WPX190816P13 

6/11/2019 X 100 16 AUG 19 12 PUT 10,039 368 $0.59  -0.24 $622,418  .X190816P12 

5/31/2019 X 100 17 JAN 20 9 PUT 26,666 19,879 $0.87  -0.21 $2,346,608  .X200117P9 

5/15/2019 XOM 100 15 NOV 19 75 PUT 3,200 1,422 $3.83  -0.46 $1,248,000  .XOM191115P75 



Notable Short Put Positions in OI 

(Sorted by Current Distance from Short Strike) 

 



DISCLAIMER: 

Not Investment Advice or Recommendation 

Any descriptions "to buy", "to sell", "long", "short" or any other trade related terminology should not be seen as a 

recommendation.   

Content is for informational and educational purposes only. You alone will need to evaluate the merits and risks 

associated with the use of this content. Decisions based on information provided are your sole responsibility, and 

before making any decision on the basis of this information, you should consider (with or without the assistance of a 

financial and/or securities adviser) whether the information is appropriate in light of your particular investment needs, 

objectives and financial circumstances. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the suitability of investing in 

any securities or following any investment strategies. 

I am not a registered investment advisor. Opinions and trade recommendations are solely my own, and I advise 

everyone to know the risks involved with trading stocks and options. I encourage every trader to do his/her own 

research prior to making a trade, and be sure to know all the risks involved. 

 

No reference to any specific security constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell or hold that security or any other 

security. Nothing constitutes investment advice or offers any opinion with respect to the suitability of any security, 

and the views expressed on this website should not be taken as advice to buy, sell or hold any security. In preparing 

the information contained in this website, we have not taken into account the investment needs, objectives and 

financial circumstances of any particular investor. This information has no regard to the specific investment objectives, 

financial situation and particular needs of any specific recipient of this information and investments discussed may 

not be suitable for all investors. 

OptionsHawk Inc. assumes no liability for any consequence relating directly or indirectly to any action or inaction 

taken based on the information contained in this report. 

Any copying, re-publication or re-distribution of Provider content or of any content used on this site, including by 

framing or similar means, is expressly prohibited without prior written consent of Provider. 

All rights are reserved. No license is granted to the user except for the user's personal use. No part of this publication 

or its contents may be copied, downloaded, stored in a retrieval system, further transmitted, or otherwise 

reproduced, stored, disseminated, transferred, or used, in any form or by any means, except as permitted under 

agreement with OptionsHawk Inc.  Violators will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. 

 

 


